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Shimon Peres, 1923-2016

Remembering the last of Israel’s founders
From defence hawk to peace
activist, Ben Sales of JTA
describes the life of Israel’s
beloved elder statesman.

S

himon Peres, who served as both
president and prime minister of
the State of Israel, died September
28, at age 93, after suffering a
massive stroke on September 13.
Peres was the phoenix of Israel politics,
continually reinventing himself as the
country changed. He began his career in
the Defense Ministry and was the
architect of Israel’s nuclear program, but,
in his later years, Peres was more closely
identiﬁed with the quest for peace with
the Palestinians. He was instrumental in
negotiating the Oslo Accords, the
landmark Israeli-Palestinian peace
agreement, and was present on the White
House lawn for its signing in 1993.
Though he served as prime minister
three times and shared the 1994 Nobel

MICHAEL REGENSTREIF

Israeli President Shimon Peres, shown in
2012 during a state visit to Ottawa, was
known for his optimism.

Peace Prize for a peace that has yet to
materialize, Peres emerged late in life as

Israel’s beloved elder statesmen and a
rare ﬁgure capable of uniting a fractious
society.
Following the signing of the Oslo
Accords, Peres emerged as Israel’s global
ambassador for peace, predicting the
emergence of a “new Middle East” in
which conﬂict was supplanted by shared
prosperity. Elected to the largely ceremonial role of president in 2007, talk of
peace pervaded nearly every speech he
gave. Well into his 90s, Peres still insisted
he would live to see the day when peace
would come.
Indeed, he was known for his optimism and often said, “Optimists and
pessimists die the same way. They just
live differently. I prefer to live as an
optimist.”
The dream peace, however, doomed
his political career. After middling
political success in the 1980s, the Oslo
Accords debilitated Peres’ Labor party,
which fell from power in 2001 with the
outbreak of the Second Intifada and has

yet to win another election. When Peres
won the presidency in 2007, he was a
member of Kadima, a short-lived centrist
party.
As president, Peres rose again, this
time as Israel’s wise old man. Free to rise
above the political fray, Peres trumpeted
Israel’s technological achievements and
articulated its hopes for a brighter future.
More than anything, he became a symbol
of the country’s resilience – able to
survive, thrive and remain optimistic –
no matter the challenges.
Born Szymon Perski in Wiszniewo,
Poland, in 1923, Peres moved with his
family to Tel Aviv in 1934. At age 20, he
became the head of a Labor Zionist youth
group, through which he met David
Ben-Gurion, who would become Israel’s
ﬁrst prime minister. In 1945, Peres
married Sonia Gelman, who had just
returned from Second World War service
in the British Army.
The couple was married for 67 years,
See Peres on page 16

The most inspiring leader I’ve ever encountered
BY MICHAEL REGENSTREIF
EDITOR

I

’ve encountered a lot of political
leaders over the years, including
prime ministers, premiers, mayors
and legislators at every level of
government. Most of them have been
Canadian, of course, but there have also
been many from other countries – particularly from Israel, because I work in the
arena of Jewish community journalism.

inside:

And, of all the leaders I have ever
encountered, the most inspirational ﬁgure
was Shimon Peres, Israel’s former president, prime minister, foreign minister,
defence minister, ﬁnance minister and the
longest-serving member of the Knesset in
history.
Since Peres died on September 28, at
age 93, he has been referred to as the last
of Israel’s founding fathers. And, indeed,
he was.

Bank Street Cemetery
revitalized > p. 2

From the birth of the modern State of
Israel in 1948 until his retirement from the
presidency in 2014, just nine days before
his 91st birthday, there was not a time that
he was not serving the state at the highest
levels. And, even over the past two years,
until suffering a massive stroke last
month, he remained remarkably vital and
tirelessly active as Israel’s elder statesman.
Peres never gave up working to make this
a better world. Peres never gave up on his

Jackie Barwin on
Choices 10th anniversary > p. 6

dream of Israel thriving in a peaceful
Middle East.
As an aide and adviser to David BenGurion, Israel’s founding prime minister,
Peres played an important behind-thescenes role during Israel’s 1948 War of
Independence and would go on to even
more important roles in the country’s
defence. In the 1950s, he was directorgeneral of the defence department and
See Editor on page 7
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Ceremony and open house showcase revitalized
and renovated Bank Street Cemetery
BY LOUISE RACHLIS

J

ewish Memorial Gardens held an open house and
donor recognition ceremony, September 25, to unveil
the extensive renovations and improvements to the
venerable Bank Street Cemetery.
“I’ve done community work for over 70 years, and this
is the most gratifying,” said Norman Zagerman, who
joined Sol Shabinsky and Roger Greenberg in laying a
wreath at the granite monument engraved with the
names of all of the Jewish men from Ottawa who lost
their lives in the First and Second World Wars, and in
defence of the State of Israel.
“My ﬁrst impression is really positive,” said Anna
Bilsky, whose great-grandparents are buried in the
cemetery. “There’s so much parking, and a large gathering area. It’s wonderful.”
“Caring for the dead with dignity and compassion” is a
critical part of the Jewish lifecycle, said Jonathan BenChoreen Freedman, chair of Jewish Memorial Gardens. “I
have the luck to walk in the footsteps of giants. Leaders
such as Is Shinder, Myer Alvo and Norman Potechin
dreamed for years of this moment … Brent Taylor
stepping forth with his family’s gift was the instigator for
this project.”
“It’s a community project,” said Taylor, chair of the
revitalization project. “It takes everybody to do their part
for a project like this to happen.”
Taylor noted the commitment of his parents, Ethel and
Irving Taylor, “transcended even death, as they had the
foresight to designate money in their wills to be donated
to a worthy cause. My parents believed in leading by
example and hoped that their gift would inspire others to
do the same for the beneﬁt of future generations.”
The Bank Street Cemetery was established in 1892. The
massive renovation and revitalization project – at a cost
of nearly $4 million – includes a new road and entrance, a

ISSIE SCAROWSKY

From left) Norman Zagerman, Roger Greenberg and Sol Shabinsky gather after laying a wreath at the memorial
in memory of Ottawa Jewish community members who died fighting in the First and Second World Wars and in defence
of the State of Israel, September 25.

new parking lot and washrooms, a reﬂective garden and
military memorial, a relocated and enhanced Holocaust
Memorial, a commemorative reception area, a wayﬁnding system, and a restored historical archway.
“All those things came with their own complications,”
said Taylor. “For instance, we had to tunnel under Bank
Street in order to have washrooms and water.” It took
three months to clear the forest.
The project was completed “on time and on budget,”
said Taylor. “The cemetery is now more functional, more
welcoming, more honouring … This is an important
moment in time.”
Rabbi Reuven Bulka said he couldn’t “remember any

other fundraising project in Ottawa with such unanimity
of involvement … It was such a transformation that
people coming here didn’t recognize it.”
Close to $6 million was raised for the Bank Street
Cemetery revitalization and renovation project. The
approximately $2 million over and above the cost of the
work has been invested to ensure the maintenance and
upkeep of the cemetery for generations to come.

Presto Plumbing
and Heating
For all your
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big and small
Contact: Shlomy Brisk

Shlomobrisk@yahoo.com
347-743-2403

ISSIE SCAROWSKY

Brent Taylor, chair of the Bank Street Cemetery
revitalization project, speaks at the Donor Recognition
Ceremony, September 25.
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Aging conference hears new research
on Jewish baby boomers
BY SARAH BEUTEL
JEWISH FEDERATION OF OTTAWA

O

ver 130 Jewish professionals
and volunteers from across
Canada gathered in Montreal,
September 19 and 20, to delve
into the latest research on Jewish baby
boomers and their unique needs.
The conference, “Engaging with
Aging,” was organized by Jewish
Federations of Canada–UIA to better
understand issues affecting adults aged
50 and over, who now represent more
than 50 per cent of active Jews in communities across Canada.
Leading up to the conference, Jewish
Federations of Canada commissioned B3/
The Jewish Boomer Platform (a research
company) to undertake a survey of
Canadian Jewish adults. The survey
examined preferences and attitudes
around Jewish engagement and community. The survey results formed the
backdrop to discussions about the new
and unique ways that boomers are
transforming the process of aging.

Baby boomers – who fall roughly
between the ages of 50 and 70 in 2016
– are reinventing the way people think
about aging. They have more in common
with younger adults known as generation X (aged 35-50) and millennials
(aged 15-35) than with the generations
that preceded them. The main thesis of
B3/Jewish Boomer Platform was if we can
crack the code and succeed with boomer
engagement in Jewish life, we can go on
to succeed in engaging generation X and
millennials because their outlooks are so
similar.
The new attitude of boomers was
eloquently conveyed by keynote speaker
David Cravit, vice-president of Zoomer
Media, when he juxtaposed the image
of his grandfather at age 65 with iconic
rocker Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones,
who was performing rock concerts at
age 65. The difference in outlook,
lifestyle, goals and dreams between these
two 65-year-old men illustrates the huge
changes that boomers are making to the
way people age, and to perceptions of

Sarah Beutel (centre) with Ranit Braun (left) and Iris Beer of Jewish Family Services of Ottawa
at the “Engaging with Aging” conference.

Sarah Beutel (second from right) and AJA 50+ delegates (from left) Sophie Kohn Kaminsky,
Arnold Finkelstein and Annette Paquin gather at the “Engaging with Aging” conference in
Montreal.

what it means to grow older and live life
“to the max” in the third chapter of their
lives.
Conference participants learned about
incredible programs in many communities in Canada and around the world that
address the needs of adults aged 50-plus.
Everything from new and exciting
volunteer opportunities, to expanded
home care services that enable people to
continue to live independently longer in
their own homes, to new conﬁgurations
in the way housing is imagined and
organized to create supportive networks
for adults as they continue to grow and
experience everything they can from life.
A session on “Innovative Approaches
to Recreation and Socialization for
Seniors” was part of the impressive
line-up of workshops, and was presented
by Arnold Finkelstein and Sophie Kohn
Kaminsky of Ottawa’s AJA 50+.
What was most interesting for me, as a
Jewish communal professional, was the
information gleaned from the survey,
which illustrates the opportunity that
exists to tap into the incredible potential
within our Canadian Jewish communities

of the huge number of boomers eager to
engage in more meaningful ways in
Jewish life.
“It is incumbent upon us to pay
attention to this demographic reality of
the growing boomer population, and to
take advantage of this amazing opportunity,” said Linda Kislowicz, president
and CEO of Jewish Federations of
Canada–UIA. “We need to work with this
demographic to leverage this tremendous asset for the beneﬁt of our Jewish
community for now and into the future.”
Other interesting topics covered at the
conference included the unique and
growing needs of Holocaust survivors;
issues around the end of life and dying
with dignity; and best practices in the
ﬁeld of adaptive services targeted
speciﬁcally at seniors.
In a conference full of important
takeaways, the most salient message for
me was the need for Jewish communal
organizations to be open to new ways of
doing things and to work to broaden our
focus as much as possible in order to
continue to strive to meet the Jewish
needs of all age groups.

October Home
Inspection Tip:

ELEVATED HOME INSPECTION
Offers the following services:
Pre-Purchase Home Inspections
Pre-Listing or Pre-Sale Home Inspections
Pre-Renovation Inspections
Home Monitoring Services

Wood burning stoves and ﬁreplaces
require annual cleaning
and inspection by a
WETT certiﬁed specialist
(Wood Energy Technology Transfer).
Visit us on the web
www.elevatedhomeinspection.ca

Michael Levitan, BID
|613|286-8925
elevatedhome@gmail.com
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P2G conference brings teachers from Canada and Israel together
OJCS and Hanadiv School in Metula
reinforce partnership
BY ADA AIZENBERG AND LINDA SIGNER
OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY SCHOOL

T

his summer, Ottawa Jewish
Community School (OJCS)
teachers Ada Aizenberg and
Linda Signer – with the support
of the Jewish Federation of Ottawa as
part of the Partnership 2Gether (P2G)
program – took part in a conference in
Israel and visited Hanadiv School, OJCS’
sister school, in Metula, Israel.
The purpose of P2G is to create a
Gesher Chai (living bridge) between our
community and Israel, and make peopleto-people connections.
Hanadiv is a small school near
the border with Lebanon. OJCS is
one of eight Canadian schools with
sister schools in northern Israel, and
there are other schools from Canada
with sister schools in the centre or the
south.
We began our journey at Beit
Hatfutsot, the Museum of the Jewish
People, in Tel Aviv, where, as a group, we
tried to identify and describe what we
thought makes our Jewish identity. We
saw replicas of many synagogues from
different countries including the oldest
synagogue in Prague, where Ada’s

great-grandfather was a cantor. We also
saw videos of Jewish immigrants from
Ethiopia who spoke about their personal
experiences, about how they ﬁt into
Israel, and about how they are perceived
by other Israelis.
In Jerusalem, we got to know other
Canadian school representatives from
Vancouver, Winnipeg and Edmonton.
All participants were enthusiastic
about sharing ideas and experiences.
The beginning of the program focused
on Jewish identity. At the Shalom
Hartman Institute, we heard speakers
talk about Jewish identity in Israel
and in North America from different
perspectives.
Before Shabbat. we visited Ada’s
parents at Kibbutz Netiv Halamed Hei
and were surprised to learn Linda also
had a connection to the kibbutz. Her
aunt’s brother was one of the 35 soldiers
who were ambushed and killed on the
way to bring supplies to Gush Etzion in
1948. The kibbutz is named for the 35
soldiers.
The second part of our program
included Israeli educators and took place
in Metula. The various activities helped
us bond and reﬂect on our own connec-

The University of Ottawa’s Vered Jewish Canadian Studies Program presents

Yiddish in the New Millennium:
A Symposium on
New Yiddish Language and Culture
November 5-6, 2016
Saturday, November 5, 7:30 pm, Library and Archives Canada

(From left) Hanadiv School teacher Yardena Biton and OJCS teachers Ada Aizenberg and Linda
Signer meet in Metula, Israel to discuss plans for students at the two schools to work together
during the year.

tion to Israel, and the connection we
want to inspire in our students.
Yardena Biton, a teacher from Hanadiv, took us to the school and showed us
around. It was impressive to see a map
of Canada painted on the tile ﬂoor.
They also had photos and maps of parts
of Canada on the walls throughout

the school.
With Yardena, we created a plan for
this school year that students from both
schools will participate in and will share
with each other throughout the year.
We are looking forward to continuing
our connection with our sister school,
Hanadiv, and its students and teachers.

Temple Israel

An egalitarian Reform congregation

A performance talk on “Yiddish and Judeo-Spanish Songs”
by ethnomusicologist and musician Judith Cohen of York University.

Jewish roots, contemporary values, egalitarian

Sunday, November 6, 9:00 am to 6:00 pm, University of Ottawa

Friday Kabbalat Shabbat Services, 6:15 pm.

A full day of lectures by international scholars
Topics include:
Yiddish language learning • Yiddish in the Ultra Orthodox world
Yiddish digitization and oral history • Yiddish in literature and film
Contemporary Yiddish literature • Yiddish translation • New Yiddish performance
All events are open to the public but seating is very limited
and reservations are required.
For details or to reserve a spot, please visit:
http://yiddishnewmillennium.yolasite.com

Saturday Shabbat Services, 10:15 am.
Thursday morning minyanim:
second and fourth Thursdays, 7:30 am.
Saturday, October 15: An Evening of Klezmer and Yiddish Music
with Josh Dolgin and Friends, 7:30 pm.
Doors open and cash bar, 6:30 pm
Tickets: http://tinyurl.com/hpdekn3. $25 before October 5; $30 after.
Tickets at the door, cash only, subject to availability.

For more information, please contact
Professor Rebecca Margolis at rmargoli@uOttawa.ca

President Patsy Royer

Co-sponsored by the Jacob M. Lowy Collection at Library and Archives Canada

Rabbi Emeritus Steven H. Garten

Rabbi Robert Morais
Executive Director Heather Cohen
Temple Israel Religious School Principal Sue Potechin
Administration Officer Cathy Loves

1301 Prince of Wales Drive, Ottawa, ON K2C 1N2
Tel: 613-224-1802 Fax: 613-224-0707
www.templeisraelottawa.ca
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Survey data will help Jewish community institutions
better understand and serve families with young children
BY LOUISE RACHLIS

T

he importance of the word
“community” was voiced over
and over as an enthusiastic and
energetic group – mostly young
parents – assembled, September 20, at
the Soloway Jewish Community Centre
(SJCC) to discuss the ﬁndings of the
Jewish Federation of Ottawa’s survey of
Jewish parents with young children
conducted this past April.
Some mentioned they wanted “the
community” to be like what they had
experienced in downtown Toronto.
Childcare was another concern.
There was a rousing discussion of
“cost per value” for synagogue membership because “unlike swimming lessons,”
it’s harder to demonstrate beneﬁts like
“love of Israel,” and expenses such as
daycare make shul membership hard to
afford.
“Once you can demonstrate that your
institution offers perceived value, there is
momentum,” said Federation President
and CEO Andrea Freedman Ottawa.
The survey revealed that different
families had different needs and
Freedman said ﬁnding the right ﬁt is “a
bit like dating to ﬁnd out what the right
match is. It’s not one size ﬁts all.”

Federation

Programs in

Recognition of

There were over 300 responses
to the survey, representing
approximately 50 per cent
of Jewish households
with young children in Ottawa.
The goal of the survey was to understand how parents of young children
view the community, their perceptions of
the Jewish organizations they participate
in, and what the barriers are to greater
participation.
“Understanding the needs today and
for the future of our Jewish community is
extremely important to me and to
Andrea,” said Federation Chair Linda
Kerzner. “Genuinely listening and
developing plans in relation to our
community’s diverse needs cannot come
from sitting around our Federation Board
table. It has to come from asking all of
you.”
The survey was designed and implemented by Measuring Success, a research
ﬁrm that has worked with hundreds of
Jewish organizations in Canada and the
U.S.
Freedman presented the results of the
survey, explaining they enable Federa-

tion and local Jewish organizations to
better understand the preferences and
needs of young families so that they can
effectively be engaged in meaningful
ways.
There were over 300 responses to the
survey, representing approximately 50
per cent of Jewish households with
young children in Ottawa. Freedman said
the response rate far surpassed
expectations.
Freedman called attention to several
notable ﬁndings from the survey.
Ottawa is below the North American
average when parents were asked the
extent to which they would agree with
statements such as “The Jewish community is welcoming to me.”
Everyone in the community has a role
to play in making the community more
welcoming, said Freedman. “The more
comfortable you feel when you walk in a
room, the more responsibility you have
to make others feel welcome.”
Ottawa’s Jewish preschools and three
of four supplementary schools are above
the Canadian average for likelihood to be
recommended by parents.
For supplementary schools, a lack of
priority and inconvenient locations were
seen as the main barriers to greater

Holocaust Education Month
Nov 14, 2016 • 7 pm
Book-talk with co-author
Aili McConnon
SJCC, 21 Nadolny Sachs Pvt.
RSVP appreciated
“Road to Valor” is the inspiring story
of legendary cyclist and Righteous
Among the Nations humanitarian
Gino Bartali, who made the greatest
comeback in Tour de France history
and who, between his Tour victories,
secretly aided the Italian resistance
during World War II.
Aili McConnon will speak about
the process of writing the book and
uncovering this incredible piece of
history.
For a listing of Holocaust Education Month
programs visit The Centre for Holocaust
Education and Scholarship (CHES)
carleton.ca/jewishstudies/ches/

ROAD to
VALOUR

participation – ﬁnancial incentives would
have a low impact on increasing
enrolment.
However, signiﬁcant ﬁnancial incentives would yield a 100 per cent increase
in synagogue membership of families
with young children; and a temporary,
partial ﬁnancial subsidy would yield a 26
per cent increase.
For day schools, a temporary partial
ﬁnancial subsidy would lead to a temporary 33 per cent increase in enrolment and
a 10 per cent increase in permanent
enrolment once the subsidized years are
complete – unless the school demonstrates ongoing value while the subsidies
are in effect.
For SJCC membership, a temporary
partial ﬁnancial subsidy would yield a
100 per cent increase in membership of
families with young children.
Each of Ottawa’s Jewish organizations
– including schools and congregations –
has received a presentation on the
survey’s ﬁndings particular to them so
that they can use the data to better
understand the needs of families with
young children and to better serve them.
Visit http://tinyurl.com/youngfamilies-survey for a report with highlights from the survey.

In Partnership with

Nov 23, 2016 • 7 pm
Film, “Blind Love”
SJCC, 21 Nadolny Sachs Pvt.
RSVP appreciated
The story of six blind Israelis and their
guide dogs who took part in March of
the Living, traveling from AuschwitzBirkenau to Poland in memory of the
victims of Nazis genocide and against
prejudice, intolerance and hate.
Nov 27, 2016 • 3-6 pm
Film, “Disobedience”
Q&A with Aristide de Sousa Mendes’
grandson, Louis-Philippe Mendes
101 Centrepointe Dr.
RSVP required
Aristides de Sousa Mendes, the
Portuguese consul stationed in
Bordeaux, France during World
War II granted visas to thousands of refugees, against the strict
orders of his government, in a feat described by historian Yehuda
Bauer as “perhaps the largest rescue action by a single individual
during the Holocaust.”
Visit jewishottawa.com/HEM
To RSVP or for info contact Elana at
emoscoe@jewishottawa.com or
613-798-4696 x 355
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JACKIE BARWIN
CHOICES

L

ast fall, when Sharon Appotive
invited me for coffee, she had
more on her agenda than
face-to-face canvassing for my
annual Jewish Federation of Ottawa gift.
After getting that out of the way, she
graciously requested that I consider
chairing Choices this year.
I was ﬂattered, but a bit surprised.
While I have volunteered for Federation
in a number of capacities over the years,
I have never been a member of the
Choices committee. However, I could
honestly say that I had attended every
Choices event since its inception.
Like my predecessor, Shari Silber,
whether or not the speaker or catering
was perfect, I’d always enjoyed the
camaraderie of the evening and the

Tenth anniversary of Choices
promises to be a special
and memorable event
chance to connect with women I do not
get to see very often. I recognized the
importance of this event in bringing
people together and strengthening our
community. Therefore, I accepted
Sharon’s offer, and am honoured to be
chairing Choices at this very special
milestone, its 10th anniversary.
On Tuesday, November 1, following
months of hard work on the part of a
very dedicated committee, and with
wonderful support from a team of
Federation staff, Choices will take place
at Kehillat Beth Israel. Our goal is to ﬁll
the room with 300 women, representing
diverse backgrounds and perspectives,
for an informative and inspiring evening.
Ten years is reason for celebration, and
this year’s Choices promises to be a
special and memorable event.
This year, we are thrilled to welcome
Jeannie Smith as our guest speaker.
Jeannie will share the moving story of her
mother, Irene Gut Opdyke, a Polish
woman who bravely rescued Jews during
the Holocaust. Irene is an inspirational
ﬁgure who has been honoured as

This year, we are thrilled
to welcome Jeannie Smith
as our guest speaker.
Jeannie will share
the moving story of her mother,
Irene Gut Opdyke, a Polish
woman who bravely rescued
Jews during the Holocaust.
Righteous Among the Nations by Yad
Vashem for her life-saving actions. You
can read more about Jeannie and her
mother’s story in the September 26
issue of the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin – or
online at http://tinyurl.com/choices-2016.
Irene’s compelling book, In My Hands,
will be available for sale at Choices
for $15.
Choices is the premiere event of Jewish
Federation of Ottawa Women’s
Campaign. By attending Choices and
making our own, meaningful gifts to
Federation’s Annual Campaign, the
women of our community are collect-

ively supporting our many Jewish
agencies. We are helping our elderly, our
vulnerable and our children. We are
supporting Israel and we are sending our
young adults there to see it for themselves. We are contributing to the future
of our Jewish community. You can be a
part of that.
Our evening will begin at 5:30 pm,
with the opportunity to mingle over
wine and delicious hors d’oeuvres by
Creative Kosher Catering. Our engaging
speaker will follow and then dinner.
Couvert for the evening is $54, and all
attending are expected to make a
meaningful gift to the Annual Campaign.
The suggested minimum gift is $150 or
an increase over last year’s gift. First time
donors under the age of 40 are welcome
to make a gift of $36.
Choices participants are typically
invited by table captains who reach out
to friends, family and colleagues to join
them at their respective tables. However,
this is a community event and everyone
is welcome. If you wish to attend and
have not yet been approached by a table
captain, you can register online at
www.jewishottawa.com/choices and we
will ﬁnd you a table.
For more information about Choices,
contact Judy Toombs at 613-798-4696,
ext. 305 or jtoombs@jewishottawa.com.
I look forward to seeing you at Choices
on November 1. #CHOICEScelebrates10

FROM THE
PULPIT

Ottawa Jewish Bulletin

RABBI IDAN SCHER
MACHZIKEI HADAS

A

s I write, Rosh Hashanah, the
birthday of the world, is nearly
here (although I know you will
likely read this just after Rosh
Hashanah).
This is the day on which God takes
stock of the world He created and, in
turn, it is the day on which we take stock
of the world we have created for ourselves: our lives, our family, our
community.
Writing here in the Ottawa Jewish
Bulletin, our community newspaper, I
would like to cast the spotlight on our
community.
And, for this, the words of Henry
Molot, writing as president of the Ottawa

Let us dedicate ourselves
to strengthening our amazing
Jewish community in Ottawa
Talmud Torah Board in 1979 in honour
of the 30th anniversary of Hillel
Academy, continue to resonate in a
profound way today.
Henry wrote of the great accomplishments of Jewish Ottawa. Something that
is still worth marvelling at and something that we should not take for
granted. And Henry did not take it for
granted.
“While those of us at the moment
sitting on the Board or sending children
to Hillel may take a certain satisfaction
in the present success, I believe that the
real pride of place must be given to those
who took the leap of faith and made
sacriﬁces so that we here now could reap
the beneﬁts,” he wrote.
We, too, must recognize and be so
grateful to all of those who made that
leap of faith and made the sacriﬁces to
make our community what it is today.
Henry continued with a question that
every single one of us must ask ourselves: “The critical question for those
present and future generations is

whether we will be able to seize the
baton and sustain the pace that they and
those before them have set. This is not
just a question addressed to Board
members, parents, and others closely
associated with Hillel. Every member of
the Ottawa Jewish community has the
duty to respond … Simply put, the
question for the leaders of the Ottawa
Jewish community and for the Jewish
families living here is: Can we match the
dedication and self-sacriﬁce of past
generations to Jewish ideals still relevant
today?”
What is our community going to look
like in the future? Are we ready to seize
the baton? These are profound questions
for us all to consider as we enter a new
year ﬁlled with new paths and new
opportunities. Let us answer this call and
have the courage to dedicate ourselves
wholeheartedly to strengthening our
amazing Jewish community in Ottawa.
With wishes for an exciting year full of
blessings and strength for our
community.
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IDEAS AND
IMPRESSIONS

later served as minister of defence in both
the 1970s and the ‘90s.
So, when foreign minister Peres and
prime minister Yitzhak Rabin – one of
Israel’s greatest generals – became Israel’s
leading champions of peace with the
Palestinians, they were acting from a deep
understanding of defence and a deep
understanding of the futility and waste of
endless war. They envisioned a better
world that, sadly, neither lived to see.
I’ll never forget watching Peres and
Rabin on the White House lawn with U.S.
president Bill Clinton and PLO leader
Yasser Arafat in 1993 and the hopeful
feelings so many us felt then.
Peres never gave up on the dreams of
that day and he continued to work for
peace the rest of his life.
My most vivid memories of Peres were
of the two days in May of 2012 when I got

JASON MOSCOVITZ

I

t was a joke that is now anything
but. All through September, people
were beginning to think Donald
Trump could be the next president
of the United States. What did that say
about everything we have believed in,
everything we thought was right,
truthful and respectful?
I kept seeing the experts on TV, people
who have been around politics all their
lives, trying to explain what is happening,
and they couldn’t. They were bafﬂed, not
being able to believe what they continued
to hear from a man who knows no
boundaries when it comes to decency.
Into October and the debates, there
appears to be more of a reckoning of how

Peres never stopped believing
in his dream of peace
watch to Peres in action as Israeli president on a state visit to Ottawa.
At age 88 then, Peres was the oldest
head of state in the world. But he maintained an incredibly busy schedule and
showed no signs of fatigue whenever I
heard him speak.
I particularly remember his riveting
speech at the National Gallery during a
reception hosted by then-Israeli ambassador Miriam Ziv. Speaking to an audience
of international diplomats, cabinet
ministers and MPs, Supreme Court
justices, at least one former prime
minister of Canada, academics, journalists, military ofﬁcials and Jewish community leaders, Peres gave a long
compelling speech.
Holding the microphone in his hand,
Peres spoke, without a script or notes,
about the State of Israel in both historical
and contemporary terms, about Israel’s
enduring friendship with Canada and
about his past visits here. He spoke about
science and technology, noting that Israel
had become such an important centre for
scientiﬁc, medical and technological
breakthroughs, and he made predictions
about unimaginable breakthroughs to
come in the years and decades ahead.
He discussed the rapidly changing

Middle East and expressed optimism
about a future that would ﬁnally include
peace with the Palestinians.
Despite having been part of history for
so many decades, this 88-year-old man
was excited about the future. He even
cracked a couple of jokes with the timing
of a seasoned comedian. It was a remarkable performance that earned sustained
ovations from the high-powered audience.
I was right near the front of the
audience as Peres spoke and recognized
the man beside me applauding enthusiastically for Peres was an opposition
member of Parliament from Montreal.
“That was quite the speech,” I said to
him.
“He was absolutely amazing,” future
prime minister Justin Trudeau
responded.
Shimon Peres, the last of Israel’s
founding fathers, never stopped believing
in his dream of Israel thriving in peace.
And he never stopped working to make
that dream come true. Now it is up to the
sons, daughters and grandchildren to
fulﬁl that dream.

LEONARD COHEN’S NEW SONG
Leonard Cohen – poet, novelist, singer
and songwriter – is another inspiring

Decency hangs by a thread
in U.S. election
ill-suited Donald Trump is for the
presidency – but there he is, knocking on
the door, either because of himself, or
despite himself. It is one thing for
American voters to be disappointed in
the political process, but to support
Trump as a remedy is chilling.
Whatever the ﬁnal election result, it
doesn’t matter anymore. Too much has
happened. Too much has been allowed
to happen to stop one unassailable fact.
Our American neighbours live in a
different world than they did not even a
year-and-a-half ago.
Many people, either conveniently or
subconsciously, forget that, when this
outrage began with the labelling of
Mexicans as “drug dealers and rapists,”
NBC announced the network would
sever its relationship with Trump. Macy’s
Department Store ended its commercial
relationship as well. But, in the corporate
world, NBC and Macy’s stand virtually
alone.
There was something about this
bombastic man with yellow hair that got
Americans thinking. Love him or hate

him, he got their attention with an
innate ability to communicate and brand
his message better than anyone in
politics before him. The star of reality TV
turned out to know more than the highly
paid communications experts who
would have earnestly told him not to do
85 per cent of what he does.
Trump understands that, in today’s
world, most unfortunately, a political
leader has 15 seconds to make a lasting
case for an idea, and, dare I say it, a policy.
So much political debate is reduced to
who gets there the fastest with the most
memorable way of saying it.
Hillary Clinton is a slow and plodding
policy framer who likes to give detailed
programmed answers that fall ﬂat in
today’s world of quick ﬁxes. Sadly, being
thoughtful in politics too often results in
a negative, and we know that has been a
problem in western democracies,
including Canada, dating back to the
1980s.
Trump didn’t invent this world of
political one-liners, but he perfected it
and, win or lose, he has expanded the
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ﬁgure who has continued to do remarkable work late in life.
The Montreal-born artist has an album
of new songs coming out on October 21.
While I haven’t yet heard most of them,
he did release the title track, “You Want It
Darker,” on the Internet last month.
Much was made of the fact that Cohen
released the song on September 21, his
82nd birthday. It is a song that only an
older man could have written; a song
from perspective of someone who has
lived long and is prepared for death.
I think, though, what’s possibly more
signiﬁcant than his birthday is that
Cohen released the song in the Jewish
month of Elul, as we prepare for the High
Holidays.
It is a song he sings directly to God.
“Hineni, hineni, I’m ready my lord,” he
sings in the chorus.
The melody seems like it comes
directly from the synagogue music Cohen
heard growing up at Congregation Shaar
Hashomayim in Montreal. And, indeed,
he turned to Cantor Gideon Zelermyer
and the Shaar choir to sing with him on
the song. The choir’s haunting harmonies are heard from the beginning of the
song, Cohen himself sounds like he’s
singing from the depths of his soul, and
the ﬁnal minute of the song is devoted to
Cantor Zelermyer repeatedly, and
seemingly distantly, singing the word
“hineni.”
A stunning performance from Cohen,
the choir and the cantor.

rule book so that, now, anything goes.
Convention is a word that smells bad.
By convention, in western democracies, telling the truth in politics was a
guiding principal, at least that is what
political leaders tried to do most of the
time. They actually worried about being
caught out on a lie. Imagine that.
Trump has told so many lies that they
just seem to drown each other out until
they all become meaningless. So many
lies, too many to keep track of, and that
is how life and political rhetoric go on.
Perhaps he would be more accountable
for his lies if his opponent was more
truthful, but Clinton’s own issues with
the truth have made it a race to the
bottom on credibility.
As shocking as it is, there is a feeling
that what is happening actually accurately reﬂects where we are with reality
and all-news TV setting up the parameters and fault lines for social media to
follow. They all fuel each other and the
high octane mix made it possible for
Trump to make it as far as he has.
The candidate who won’t release a tax
return, who discusses his medical status
on TV with Dr. Oz, could be the next
president of the United States.
If Trump has proven anything to this
point, it is that tradition, convention and
decency hang by a thread.
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How do we deal with our past?
Proudly Serving Barrhaven
for over 18 years!
613-580-2473
@BarrhavenJan
facebook.com/BarrhavenJanHarder

www.JanHarder.com

Symposium to be held for second generation
Holocaust survivors
BY ARTHUR LEADER
FOR CENTRE FOR HOLOCAUST EDUCATION
AND SCHOLARSHIP

M

y parents were Polish Holocaust survivors
who lost everyone and everything.
I remember growing up with other
survivors’ children and that we spoke very
little about our parents’ experiences – or our own at
home. There was really no one to share the pain. Each of
us coped in our own way. I am still trying to ﬁnd out
more details of my murdered relatives and the families
who were destroyed. With the help of the International
Tracing Service (www.its-arolsen.org), I am slowly
ﬂeshing out more details, but there is still so much more
I need to know.
Without living through the events of the Holocaust,
second generation Holocaust survivors were affected by
their parents’ experiences. Many of us are searching for
information our parents did not share.
With the support of the Canadian Jewish Holocaust
Survivors and Descendants, the Centre for Holocaust
Education and Scholarship (CHES), in co-operation
with the Zelikovitz Centre at Carleton University, the
Lowy Foundation, the Canada-Israel Cultural
Foundation, and the French Embassy, is offering a
symposium for children and grandchildren of Holocaust
survivors as part of its Holocaust Education Month
programming.
The Second Generation Symposium will be held
Thursday, November 3, 4:30 to 8:30 pm, at Library and
Archives Canada, Pellan
Room, 395 Wellington
Street. Registration is
required as seating is
limited. To register, contact
CHES at chesatcarleton@
gmail.com.
The speakers and topics
will include Diane
Afoumado, chief of the
Research and Reference
Branch, United States
Holocaust Memorial
Museum, on “Searching
for Individuals in the
International Tracing
Service Collection at the
USHMM”; Paula Draper, a
Holocaust historian
specializing in memory
history, on “Surviving

Diane Afoumado of the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum will be among the speakers at the symposium for
second generation Holocaust survivors, November 3, at
Library and Archives Canada. She will also speak about the
voyage of M.S. St. Louis on November 4 at Carleton University.

Survival – Holocaust survivors and their integration into
Canadian communities; Paula David, who teaches
Gerontology and clinical practice at the Faculty of Social
Work, University of Toronto and the Chang School of
Continuing Education at Ryerson University, on
“Trauma and the Second Generation; and children’s
author Kathy Clark on “Discussing the Holocaust with
Children – timeless lessons for today’s generation.”
On Friday, November 4, 9 to 11 am, Diane Afoumado,
an expert on the voyage of the M.S. St Louis, will offer an
interactive Breakfast and Learn on this topic at Carleton
University, Room 400, Paterson Hall. The M.S. St. Louis
and 907 Jewish passengers were denied entry to numerous countries – including Canada – in 1939. The ship was
forced to return its passengers to their destinies in
Europe.
Visit http://carleton.ca/ches/events/ for more information about CHES’ Holocaust Education Month
programs.

LETTERS WELCOME
Letters to the Editor are welcome if they are brief, signed,
timely, and of interest to our readership.
The Bulletin reserves the right to refuse, edit or condense
letters.
The Mailbag column will be published as space permits.

Send your letters to bulletin@ottawajewishbulletin.com
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Sarah Beutel appointed Federation
vice-president of community building

Advertorial

BY LOUISE RACHLIS
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JEWISH NATIONAL FUND
JNF Negev Dinner Honouree Barbara Farber
on JNF, her project and Israel
What impresses you about JNF’s work in Israel?
“Israel is at the forefront of the rest of the world as a leading-edge environmental country, and JNF has led the way. JNF
has made the desert bloom – it’s an old phrase, but truly amazing when you see the projects that have been created in Israel
relative to what is not being done in that neighbourhood; Israel
is green and flourishing. JNF has made the difference through
its land development, reforestation, and desalination projects, to
name but a few. It has put Israel at centre stage on the world’s
environmental platform, and now the rest of the world is trying
to catch up on so many of the initiatives.”
Please tell us your vision for the
Barbara and Len Farber Family Science and Sports Centre
in the Galilee’s Misgav region?
“Many projects were presented to us and they all had merit.
However, my vision from the outset was to support a project
that would involve young Israelis – both Arab and Jewish. I
envisioned a project that would lead to learning and playing
together from a young age. In this way, children and young
adults will learn to engage, respect and trust one another by
participating in science projects and in sports. Hopefully, these
feelings will continue throughout their lives and the pattern of
preconceived prejudices will disappear. My theory is that, when
you rely on one another from a young age, your foundation of
trust continues.
“This Centre reflects my vision – it will be a place where
Israeli Arab, Bedouin and Jewish children congregate after
school to play sports and to learn about science and aeronautics
and work and compete together as a team.”
What do you admire most about Israel?
“First and foremost, I admire the strength and fortitude of
her people and the thriving and amazing cities that they have
developed. The residents work hard and enjoy life to the fullest,
notwithstanding the everyday uncertainties that they face. I
admire the brilliance of Israeli scientists, their medical advances,
and their high-tech innovations – but, mostly, I admire the resilience of the country as a whole. During my time of involvement
with CIJA, I remember reviewing surveys that were conducted
across Canada about levels of knowledge about Israel and it
was astonishing that so many people had no idea that Israel has
universities and hospitals. It’s a sense of pride to me, that Israel
does not take a back seat to any country in the world.”
JNF Negev Dinner is October 27. For tables, tickets,
tributes and sponsorship, call us at 613-798-2411.
Mazel Tov
Sefer Bat Mitzvah Inscription
In honour of Noa Waserman Meinhard, with love from
Bubby Marilyn Waserman.
In honour of Daniella Kotkowski, by loving parents Bethany
Goldstein and David Hartman.
Sefer Bar Mitzvah Inscription
In honour of Ben Vered, by loving parents Jen and Ron
Vered.

On a daily basis you can plant
trees for all occasions. An
attractive card is sent to the
recipient. To order, call the JNF
office (613.798.2411).

www.JNFOttawa.ca

S

arah Beutel, a nine-year veteran of the Jewish
Federation of Ottawa professional staff, has been
appointed Federation vice-president of community building. She succeeds Bram Bregman, who
stepped down last month.
Beutel, previously the Federation director of community collaboration, said she wants to “continue to think
about, and imagine how, we can take the community
forward and leverage our strengths.”
Originally from Montreal, Beutel moved to Ottawa 20
years ago to pursue a master’s degree in public administration “and never left.” She married Ottawa native
Steven Morgan, and they have four children.
“We have a very wonderful community with many
good things happening,” said Beutel. “I’m not coming in
to change things, but to continue to build relationships
with community organizations and members of the
community.
“We have to identify our challenges and work to
address those challenges by leveraging our strengths,
what we have going for us, and working from there. We
have a lot to build on as this is a great Jewish community
with great things happening.”
Over the past nine years, Beutel has worked on many
Federation dossiers – from event planning to the allocation process for beneﬁciary agency funding.
“My job will focus on many areas, not one thing
speciﬁcally,” she said. “To achieve our Federation goals we
have to work in lots of areas, with lots of groups and ages.”
Beutel has also been an active Jewish community
volunteer for many years and has been national president
of Na’amat Canada since 2014.
Beutel has been a driving force behind many community successes the past few years, noted Federation
President and CEO Andrea Freedman, “from the Shabbat
Project to a revamped grants and evaluation process, and
from the exciting new Shinshinim program to enhancing
relationships with all community organizations. Her
experience, skills and the respect she has earned
through her hard work, talents and obvious passion,

“I am excited to be able to continue contributing in a
meaningful way to building a strong and vibrant Jewish
community,” says Jewish Federation of Ottawa Vice-President
of Community Building Sarah Beutel.

make her the ideal choice for this position and for our
community. To know Sarah, is to like and respect Sarah!”
“I cannot remember a time in my life when I was not
actively working to better the Jewish community, and I
am excited to be able to continue contributing in a
meaningful way to building a strong and vibrant Jewish
community for my children, grandchildren and for future
generations,” said Beutel.
Sarah Beutel can be reached at 613-798-4696, ext. 253
or sbeutel@jewishottawa.com.

JEWEL GARDEN
FUND RAISING SALE
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Lecture by esteemed scholar Michael Marrus
to launch Holocaust Education Month
Author of Lessons of the Holocaust to speak on anniversary of Kristallnacht
BY JUDY YOUNG AND ELISE BIGLEY
FOR CENTRE FOR HOLOCAUST EDUCATION
AND SCHOLARSHIP

H

olocaust Education Month in
Ottawa will be ofﬁcially
launched by the Centre for
Holocaust Education and
Scholarship (CHES) at Carleton
University’s Zelikovitz Centre on
November 9, the 78th anniversary of
Kristallnacht (Night of Broken Glass),
with a lecture by distinguished historian
Michael Marrus based on his 2015 book,
Lessons of the Holocaust.

The lecture will take place at Kehillat
Beth Israel, 1400 Coldrey Avenue.
Marrus is senior fellow of Massey
College and the Chancellor Rose and Ray
Wolfe Professor Emeritus of Holocaust
Studies at the University of Toronto. He
has been researching, teaching and
lecturing about the Holocaust for many
decades and has advised, among others,
the Auschwitz Birkenau Memorial
Museum about the challenges it has faced
in its portrayal of the Holocaust since the
fall of the Berlin Wall. He is the author of
eight books, including Vichy France and

To advertise in the
Ottawa Jewish Bulletin,
contact:
Eddie Peltzman / 613-798-4696, ext. 256
epeltzman@ottawajewishbulletin.com

the Jews and The Holocaust in History,
which has become a classic in Holocaust
historiography.
Lessons of the Holocaust is partly
memoir, partly analysis and partly a
critique of the idea that lessons – as they
are commonly understood – can be
derived from the Holocaust.
“Overwhelmingly,” Marrus contends,
“people seem to believe that there are
lessons of the Holocaust that can be
reduced to explicit propositions, and that
Holocaust scholars, of all people, should
not shrink from proclaiming them.”
In his lecture, as in his book, Professor
Marrus will attempt to disabuse us of this
widely held belief.
CHES was launched last year to develop
Holocaust education programs yearround, with a special focus on Holocaust
Education Month. CHES believes Ottawa
is ready for an endowed annual
Kristallnacht lecture as part of Holocaust
Education Month. Any suggestions or
expressions of interest will be keenly
received at chesatcarleton@gmail.com.
Visit http://carleton.ca/ches/events/ for
more information about CHES’ Holocaust
Education Month programs.

Historian Michael Marrus, author of eight
books about the Holocaust, will give the
keynote address launching Holocaust
Education Month in Ottawa, November 9,
7 pm, at Kehillat Beth Israel.
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This Year's Superweek telethon raised

$75,249
for the 2017 Annual Campaign
Thank you for supporting our
community agencies which
continue to provide vital services
and meet growing needs.

PLEASE JOIN

the hundreds of donors
who have already made their gift.
Visit jewishottawa.com/giving or contact Dawn at dpaterson@jewishottawa.com or
call 613-798-4696 x272
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Limmud
Ottawa:
The one community event
you can’t afford to miss!
Keep the date for
Sunday, November 20, 2016
from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm
Limmud Ottawa returns to the SJCC for a community-wide Jewish learningfest.
We remain committed to harnessing the energy of people from right across the Jewish community. Inspired, led and run
by volunteers, there is something for everyone.
Expect to be blown away by amazing presenters from a variety of backgrounds,
Jewish observance, political stances, cultural beliefs and community involvement.
JAMIE WORLING

Rabbi Elizabeth Bolton and Cantor Daniel Benlolo with the Sefer Torah
being given to Or Haneshamah by Kehillat Beth Israel.

Gift of Sefer Torah binds
Or Haneshamah and Kehillat
Beth Israel in friendship
BY RABBI ELIZABETH BOLTON
AND PAULA SPEEVAK
OR HANESHAMAH

Simchat Torah, the festival that
joyously celebrates the conclusion and
then beginning anew of the Torah
reading cycle, will be especially joyful
this year at Or Haneshamah, Ottawa’s
Reconstructionist community, as we will
have received a remarkable gift, a Sefer
Torah, from Kehillat Beth Israel.
We will celebrate this gift at a Hachnasat
Sefer Torah (Torah scroll dedication
ceremony) on October 23.
With the recent amalgamation of
Conservative congregations Beth Shalom
and Agudath Israel to form Kehillat Beth
Israel, the newly created congregation
found itself with an abundance of Sefer
Torahs just as Or Haneshamah was
seeking a second scroll.
Rabbi Elizabeth Bolton of Or
Haneshamah, who maintains a warm
collegial relationship with Cantor Daniel
Benlolo, then of Beth Shalom and now of
Kehillat Beth Israel, was positively elated
earlier this year to learn from him that the
Beth Shalom board had approved a
long-term loan of a Sefer Torah to Or
Haneshamah.
Later, after the amalgamation, a
proposal to the new Kehillat Beth Israel
board was approved to make the loan a
gift.
“When I was told of the decision, tears
began to ﬂow,” said Rabbi Bolton. “I was
totally blown away.”
The Or Haneshamah leadership was
similarly overjoyed, with profound
appreciation and recognition of the value

of the gift.
“In accepting this beautiful gift of
friendship,” said congregation President
Paula Speevak, “Or Haneshamah honours
all those who have held the Torah before
us, who have chanted from the Torah, and
who have been nurtured in the presence
of this Torah.”
Bound by a shared passion for Jewish
continuity and the values rooted in Torah,
this extraordinary gift reﬂects the growing
cohesion of our local Jewish community.
Several Ottawa synagogues came together
last spring for a joint Shavuot service and
Tikkun Leyl Shavuot programming, and
our congregations have been working
together as the Shalom Group to support
Syrian refugees. As well, efforts are
underway to provide training to congregational volunteers to support each other
during illness and other life transitions.
The winds have truly shifted from a focus
on our differing Jewish observances to our
common love of Judaism.
On Sunday, October 23, the community
is invited to meet at Kehillat Beth Israel at
1 pm to honour the Sefer Torah and all the
lives touched by it throughout the years.
After some blessings, songs and sweets,
we will accompany the scroll for the ﬁrst
mile of the journey to Or Haneshamah
with a festive parade of more song,
candles and shofar blowing, passing the
Torah from one to another, stopping for
kisses along the way.
We will then gather where Or
Haneshamah meets on Cleary Avenue in
Westboro, to welcome the Torah to its new
home with more blessings, song, dance
and sweets.

Eli Ovitz, the newly appointed Chief Executive of Limmud International, will participate
at our event! Prior to joining Global Limmud, Eli served as COO of Jerusalem
University and headed communications at The Israel Project. For more info go to
The Jewish Chronicle Online. Be sure to catch Eli at the Limmud Ottawa festival!
If past performances indicate future accomplishments, we strongly
recommend registering online. Limmud Ottawa sessions fill up fast.
Check out the benefits registering before November 1st.
Need a little assistance? Contact us info@limmudottawa.ca
We want your participation!
A great way to feel truly part of Limmud is to volunteer. Every contribution both small
and large is worthwhile. Without our volunteers, Limmud simply wouldn’t happen.
Everything on registration, programs and volunteer sign-up, go to:
www.limmudottawa.ca & facebook.com/limmudottawa/

Our promise: to take you one step further on your own Jewish journey!

Owners get a
stronger ROI
When you join Your Credit Union you become an owner and that
means you get the highest possible return on your investments.

2.25%

ON A 48-MONTH
TERM DEPOSIT

That’s 40% higher than most banks and 45 times the interest you earn
in a typical savings account. All deposits are insured and we will
even cover any transfer costs your bank charges you up to $100.

IT’S JUST A BETTER WAY TO BANK
Higher returns, lower fees, North America’s #1 rated banking app,
and complete financial services to fit your unique needs,
that’s how ownership makes banking better.

YourCU.com
1-800-379-7757
14 Chamberlain Ave. • 1541 Merivale Rd. • 2016 Tenth Line Rd.
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National Holocaust
Monument site dedicated
BY MICHAEL REGENSTREIF
EDITOR

I

n a ceremony held September 21 at
the Canadian War Museum, the
construction site of the National
Holocaust Monument, now being
built across the street from the museum
at the corner of Wellington and Booth
Streets, was dedicated.
“It is important for Canadians and the
rest of the world to remember the
suffering and murder of millions of Jews
and others in the Holocaust. We must
never forget the stories of the victims,
and the important lessons of the
Holocaust,” said Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau.
“As Canadians and citizens of the
world, we must ﬁght the hatred and fear
that once fuelled these deplorable acts,
and ensure that tolerance and pluralism
always triumph over anti-Semitism and
racism,” said Trudeau.

MICHAEL REGENSTREIF

Fran Sonshine of the National Holocaust
Monument Development Council speaks at
the monument’s site dedication ceremony,
September 21, at the Canadian War Museum.

“We must also pay tribute to the
resilience of those [Holocaust survivors]
who survived that horriﬁc ordeal and
went on to make enormous contributions
here in Canada as well as many other
countries around the world.”
Other speakers included National
Holocaust Monument Development
Council members Fran Sonshine and
Rabbi Daniel Friedman, Heritage
Minister Mélanie Joly, and Carleton
University student Sophia Mirzayee.
The master of ceremonies was Council
member Elliot Lifson.
Sonshine, national chair of the
Canadian Society for Yad Vashem,
and Rabbi Friedman of Beth Israel
Congregation in Edmonton described
the near-decade long timeline from
the monument’s conception, to its
design competition and fundraising,
and ﬁnally to its current construction
phase.
Sonshine paid particular tribute to
Laura Grosman, the then-University of
Ottawa student who ﬁrst conceived of
the idea of a monument in 2007, and
worked with member of Parliament
Peter Kent, before his appointment to
Cabinet, and then with then-MP Tim
Uppal to make her dream a reality
through the passage of a private member’s bill. Grosman was in attendance
at the ceremony.
Mirzayee, a former student at Charles
H. Hulse Public School in Ottawa,
explained that the Holocaust education
she received as a member of teacher
Patrick Mascoe’s Grade 6 class was the
catalyst for her decision to study human
rights at Carleton. Mirzayee returns to
her elementary school each June as a
volunteer at the day of cultural understanding that Mascoe’s class holds with
Grade 6 students from the Ottawa Jewish
Community School.
Construction of the monument is
expected to be completed by next
summer.

MICHAEL REGENSTREIF

Holocaust survivors Vera Gara (left) and Cantor Moshe Kraus (second from right) with Heritage
Minister Mélanie Joly and Prime Minister Justin Trudeau at the National Holocaust Monument
construction site dedication, September 21, at the Canadian War Museum.

Artist’s rendering of the National Holocaust Monument now under construction at the corner of
Wellington and Booth Streets in Ottawa.
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Annual Campaign kicks off with double-header events
BY DIANE KOVEN

T

he Jewish Federation of Ottawa
launched the 2017 Annual
Campaign, September 18, with
an innovative two-event kickoff.
Popular children’s entertainers Judy
and David performed for young families
in the afternoon in the Ottawa Jewish
Community School gym, while ﬁlmmaker and philanthropist Nancy
Spielberg spoke in the evening at the
Soloway Jewish Community Centre and
screened her documentary ﬁlm, “Above
and Beyond,” about an inspiring group of
Jewish American Second World War
pilots who volunteered to ﬁght for Israel
in the 1948 War of Independence.
In the spirit of l’dor v’dor (from generation to generation), the 2017 Annual
Campaign Kickoff was co-chaired by two
generations of the Dolansky family:
Bernie and Donna Dolansky, both past
chairs of the Jewish Federation of Ottawa,
and their daughters and sons-in-law
Gillian and Neil Presner and Shawna
Dolansky and Grant Overland. Bernie
and Donna, long-time volunteers in the
community, are passing the torch to their
children and grandchildren as they
continue to lead by example.
The afternoon event acknowledged the
importance of young families to the
future of the community as more than
150 young kids and their parents enjoyed
Judy and David’s lively performance.
“It was two hours of entertainment for
the kids for $10 per household,” said
Kickoff Co-Chair Neil Presner. “It brought
out many people who will now be
engaged in our community.”
The evening event, which began with
short presentations by the Dolansky
family and 2017 Annual Campaign
Co-Chairs Michael Polowin and Sharon

Appotive, as well as a screening of the
2017 Annual Campaign video, brought
out hundreds of enthusiastic community
members.
Polowin and Appotive, who both noted
they grew up in Ottawa’s Jewish community, told of the many ways they had
beneﬁted from the community and its
institutions, and urged people to give
generously so that future generations will
be able to beneﬁt as well.
Spielberg, who was introduced by
Federation Chair Linda Kerzner, regaled
the audience with anecdotes about her
family, about growing up in Phoenix,
Arizona, where there was “no water, no
Jews” and where she acted in older
brother Steven Spielberg’s ﬁrst forays
into ﬁlmmaking, and about her adventures along the way as she discovered and
embraced her Jewish identity.
Spielberg came late to her ﬁlmmaking
career, in large part, she said, because she
feared being compared to her famous
older brother. But, when she learned the
story behind the heroes of “Above and
Beyond,” she could not resist the urge to
bring it to the screen.
The ﬁlm, Spielberg explained, provided an opportunity for the American
Jewish pilots, who heroically but secretively helped Israelis defend themselves
against the formidable armies of the
surrounding Arab countries, to be ﬁnally
and publicly recognized and honoured
for their sacriﬁces.
“It amazed me that this group of
Second Word War veterans who survived
the war would do this. I said ‘this is my
story.’ It grabbed me by my heartstrings ...
I wanted them to be honoured. I wanted
them to have their moment to shine,” she
said.
Spielberg said she has two more

ISSIE SCAROWSKY

Keynote speaker Nancy Spielberg (centre) with 2017 Annual Campaign Kickoff
Co-Chairs (from left) Neil and Gillian Presner, Bernie and Donna Dolansky,
and Shawna Dolansky and Grant Overland with Julia and Alex Dolansky-Overland.

documentaries in the works and showed
trailers from “Who Will Write Our
History?” the story of a small group of
Jews in the Warsaw Ghetto who documented everything and buried the
documents in milk cans and tin boxes so
they would someday be found; and from
“On the Map,” an uplifting ﬁlm about
the Maccabi Tel Aviv basketball team
that defeated the Soviet Red Army team
to win the European Cup Basketball
Championship in 1977.
During a question-and-answer period
moderated by Kickoff Co-Chairs Shawna
Dolansky and Grant Overland, Israeli
Ambassador Raphael Barak told
Spielberg the story of how he, as a young
government ofﬁcial, brought Israel’s
winning basketball team to meet thenprime minister Yitzhak Rabin.
Visit www.jewishottawa.com for more
information about the 2017 Annual
Campaign.

ISSIE SCAROWSKY

Israeli Ambassador Raphael Barak,
at the 2017 Annual Campaign Kickoff,
shares a personal anecdote relating
to keynote speaker Nancy Spielberg’s
upcoming film about the 1977 Maccabi Tel
Aviv basketball team.

ISSIE SCAROWSKY

(From left) Jewish Federation of Ottawa President and CEO Andrea Freedman, Women’s
Campaign Chair Sharon Appotive, keynote speaker Nancy Spielberg and Annual Campaign
Chair Michael Polowin at the 2017 Annual Campaign Kickoff, September 18, at the Soloway
Jewish Community Centre.

ISSIE SCAROWSKY

Judy and David perform at the 2017 Annual Campaign Kickoff event for young families,
September 18, at the Ottawa Jewish Community School.
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Peres emerged as Israel’s global ambassador for peace
Continued from page 1

though they separated after Peres
became a presidential candidate. Sonia
had long refused to play the part of
political wife. Sonia died in 2011 at age 87.
In 1947, Peres joined the Haganah,
managing arms purchases and personnel.
After Israel gained independence, he
continued working in the Defense
Ministry, becoming the ministry’s
youngest-ever director-general in 1952, at
age 29. In that capacity, he expanded
Israeli arms purchases from France and
later helped manage the 1956 Sinai
Campaign. He also founded Israel’s arms
production industry and led efforts to
develop a nuclear weapon.
Peres was ﬁrst elected to Knesset in 1959
with Ben-Gurion’s ruling Mapai party,
becoming deputy defense minister. He
would serve in the Knesset for an as-yet
unmatched total of 48 years. Peres
remained a close Ben-Gurion ally, splitting
from Mapai with him in 1965 to form a
rival party and then rejoining Mapai when
it became the Alignment in 1968.
After serving in several minor ministerial positions, Peres became defense
minister in 1974 under Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin. He was a territorial hawk,
opposing early proposals for West Bank
withdrawal and supporting settlement
expansion. When Rabin resigned amid
scandal in 1977, Peres brieﬂy became

MICHAEL REGENSTREIF

Israeli President Shimon Peres receives flowers from Ottawa Jewish Community School
students at Rideau Hall, May 7, 2012.

acting prime minister, then lost the post
when the Alignment lost the 1977 election
to Menachem Begin’s Likud party.
Peres headed the Alignment – the
precursor to today’s Labor party – for the

ISRAELI GOVERNMENT PRESS OFFICE

(From left) PLO Chair Yasser Arafat, Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin presenting their Nobel Peace Prize certificates
in Oslo, Norway, December 10, 1994.

See page 27
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next 15 years, contesting three more close
elections with Likud. The two parties
formed a unity government following the
1984 elections – with Peres becoming
prime minister from 1984 to 1986, then
foreign minister under prime minister
Yitzhak Shamir from 1986 to 1988.
As foreign minister in 1987, Peres
conducted secret negotiations with
Jordan’s King Hussein for Israel to
withdraw from the West Bank as part of an
Israeli-Jordanian peace treaty. But Shamir
rejected the proposed agreement, and, the
following year, Jordan unilaterally
relinquished its claim to the West Bank.
After the Alignment lost the 1988
elections, Peres again joined a Likud-led
government as ﬁnance minister, but tried
to overthrow the government two years
later. In what became known as the Dirty
Trick, Peres assembled an Alignment-led
coalition with leftist and haredi Orthodox
parties, only to see it fall apart after he
received a mandate to form a governing
coalition. He lost his party’s chairmanship
to Rabin in 1992, and again became
foreign minister when the party – now
renamed Labor – won that year’s

613-580-2751
ŵŝĐŚĂĞů͘ƋĂƋŝƐŚΛŽƩĂǁĂ͘ĐĂ
ǁǁǁ͘ŵŝĐŚĂĞůƋĂƋŝƐŚ͘ĐŽŵ

elections.
Under Rabin, Peres was the architect of
the 1993 Israeli-Palestinian Oslo accords,
which gave the Palestinians autonomy in
parts of the West Bank and Gaza. The next
year, he shared the Nobel Peace Prize with
Rabin and Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat.
“Israel’s role in the Middle East should
be to contribute to a great, sustained
regional revival,” Peres said upon
accepting the prize. “A Middle East
without wars, without enemies, without
ballistic missiles, without nuclear
warheads.”
After Rabin was assassinated the
following year, Peres became acting prime
minister, but lost the post again in a close
race with Likud’s Benjamin Netanyahu.
Following his defeat in 1996, he founded
the Peres Center for Peace, which runs
programs aimed at regional
reconciliation.
Peres remained in the Labor party
through 2005, twice regaining the
chairmanship and serving another stint
as foreign minister under prime minister
Ariel Sharon. In 2006, following the
Israeli withdrawal from Gaza, Peres joined
Sharon’s new centrist Kadima party.
The next year, he won a race for Israel’s
largely ceremonial presidency. As president, Peres stayed largely above the
political fray, though he conducted secret
negotiations with Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas in 2011, culminating in a
peace deal that Netanyahu’s government
rejected.
After leaving the presidency in 2014,
Peres remained largely silent on politics,
but kept his characteristic optimism and
dreamt of tomorrow.
“Sometimes, people ask me, ‘What is
the greatest achievement you have
reached in your lifetime or that you will
reach in the future?’ So I reply that there
was a great painter named Mordecai
Ardon, who was asked which picture was
the most beautiful he had ever painted.
Ardon replied, ‘The picture I will paint
tomorrow.’ That is also my answer.”
He is survived by three children, Tsvia
Walden, Yoni Peres and Chemi Peres,
eight grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.
With ﬁles from the Ottawa Jewish
Bulletin
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In support of the Bess and Moe Greenberg Family Hillel Lodge
In the Joseph and Inez Zelikovitz Long Term Care Centre

613-728-3990
Card Donations
Card donations go a long way to improving the quality of life for our residents.
Thank you for considering their needs and
contributing to their well-being.
On behalf of the residents and their families, we extend sincere appreciation to the
following individuals and families who made
card donations to the Hillel Lodge LongTerm Care Foundation between August 26
and September 20, 2016 inclusive.

HONOUR FUNDS
Unlike a bequest or gift of life insurance,
which are realized some time in the future, a
named Honour Fund (i.e., endowment fund)
is established during your lifetime.
By making a contribution of $1,000 or
more, you can create a permanent remembrance for a loved one, honour a family
member, declare what the Lodge has meant
to you and/or support a cause that you
believe in.
A Hillel Lodge Honour Fund is a permanent pool of capital that earns interest or
income each year. This income then supports
the priorities designated by you, the donor.
Ruth and Irving Aaron
Family Fund
In Memory of:
Israel Rabinowitz by Ruth and Irving Aaron
Bill and Leona Adler Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Miriam Fish Cherry by Elayne Adler
Estella Katz by Marilyn Adler
Marilyn Mirsky by Marilyn Adler and Neil
Blacher
Eudice Garmaise by Marilyn Adler
Rachel Fogel by Marilyn Adler
In Honour of:
Evelyn Greenberg Mazel Tov on receiving the Governor General’s Sovereign Medal
for Volunteers by Marilyn Adler and Neil and
Daniel Blacher
Samuel and Jean Akerman
Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Rickie Saslove by Sheila and Larry Hartman
Vivienne Kalman by Sheila and Larry
Hartman
Auxiliary of Hillel Lodge Fund
In Memory of:
Moe Litwack by Sonja and Ron Kesten
Fred and Esther Ballon Family Fund
In Memory of:
Moe Litwack by Fred and Esther Ballon

Sid and Barbara Cohen
Family Fund
In Memory of:
Erica Cherney by Sheila Kussner
Nell Gluck Memorial Fund
In Honour of:
Geri Bar-El Mazel Tov on the birth of your
granddaughter Talia by Henry and Maureen
Molot and family
Rav Barry and Shira Schlesinger Mazel
Tov on the birth of two new grandchildren in
Israel by Henry and Maureen Molot
In Memory of:
Alfred Goldstrom by Barry Appel and
Carol Shattner
Marsha Magidson by Barry Appel and
Carol Shattner
Eli Sommer by Henry and Maureen Molot
Martin and Thea Ginsburg
Memorial Fund
In Honour of:
Ruth and Irving Aaron Wishing you a
happy, healthy and sweet New Year by Janet
Ginsberg Cohen and family
Tobe Blumenstein and family wishing you
a happy, healthy and sweet New Year by Janet
Ginsberg Cohen and family
Malka Langer and family wishing you a
happy, healthy and sweet New Year by Janet
Ginsberg Cohen and family
Elinor Dover and family wishing you a
happy, healthy and sweet New Year by Janet
Ginsberg Cohen and family
Jack and Miriam Hoffman and family
wishing you a happy, healthy and sweet New
Year by Janet Ginsberg Cohen and family
Evelyn and Irving Greenberg
Family Fund
In Honour of:
Evelyn Greenberg Congratulations on being
awarded the Governor General’s Sovereign
Medal for Volunteers by Danny and Marilyn
Kimmel
Moe Greenberg
and Elissa Greenberg Iny Fund
In Memory of:
Nina Baltzan by Elissa and Avraham Iny
Rickie Saslove by Elissa and Avraham Iny
Merle Margles by Elissa and Avraham Iny
Gunner Family Fund
In Honour of:
Sol Gunner Mazel Tov on your milestone
Birthday by Sharon, David, Ryan, Yoni, Jaye
and Brody Appotive, Myra Aronson, Roz and
Fred Tabachnick, Joy, Seymour, Jess, David

and Jared Mender, Sara Shabsove, Annette
Albert and Lew Perelmutter, Sheela and Ozzie
Silverman, Arnold and Jeanette Finkelstein and
Noreen Slack
Sol and Estelle Gunner Mazel Tov on
the marriage of Michael and Marissa by Sara
Shabsove and Noreen Slack
Lester Aronson Mazel Tov and best wishes
on your special Birthday by Sol and Estelle
Gunner
Ingrid Levitz Mazel Tov and best wishes
on Naomi’s engagement to Dayo by Sol and
Estelle Gunner
In Memory of:
Marilyn Mirsky by Sol and Estelle Gunner
Miriam Fish Cherry by Sol and Estelle
Gunner
Frank and Lily Hoffenberg
Family Fund
In Honour of:
Dodo Bronstein Mazel Tov and best wishes
on your big Birthday by Ron and Rose Ann
Hoffenberg
Evelyn and Isadore Hoffman
Family Fund
In Honour of:
Shelli and Steven Kimmel Best wishes on
your wedding Anniversary by Issie and Evelyn
Hoffman
Roz and Lee Raskin Mazel Tov and best
wishes on your Anniversary by Issie and Evelyn
Hoffman
In Memory of:
Moe Litwack by Issie and Evelyn Hoffman
David, Harvey, Victor Kardish
Family Fund
In Memory of:
Valerie Good by Margo, David, Aaron and
Gail Kardish
In Honour of:
Nikki Shapiro and Family Yasher Coach
on your JWRP Award and recognition by the
OJF by Margo, David, Aaron and Gail Kardish
Morris and Lillian Kimmel
Family Fund
In Honour of:
Stephen and Janet Kaiman and family
Wishing you all a happy and healthy New Year
by Brenda, Nathan, Jesse and Daniel Levine
Steven and Shelli Kimmel and family
Wishing you all a happy and healthy New Year
by Brenda, Nathan, Jesse and Daniel Levine
Gaye and Joel Taller Wishing you all
a happy and healthy New Year by Brenda,
Nathan, Jesse and Daniel Levine
Elayne Adler Wishing you all a happy and

healthy New Year by Brenda, Nathan, Jesse and
Daniel Levine
Sandy and Paul Felsen and family Wishing you all a happy and healthy New Year by
Brenda, Nathan, Jesse and Daniel Levine
Joan and Russell Kronick Family Fund
In Memory of:
Marsha Magidson by Joan and Russell
Kronick
Norm and Gert Leyton Family Fund
In Honour of:
The Exceptional Staff on 1 West
(Hillel Lodge) In appreciation by Sheila,
Cheryl, Rhonda and Mimi Leyton
Golda and Ned Steinman by Cheryl Leyton
and Manuel Glimcher
Marion Silver and Alan Brass Mazel Tov
on Rafi’s engagement to Lee Reichman by
Cheryl Leyton and Manuel Glimcher
Ken and Leah Miller Family Fund
In Honour of:
Ken and Leah Miller Mazel Tov on your
50th wedding Anniversary by Sonja and Ron
Kesten
Lauren Shaffer Mazel Tov on being selected to swim for Canada at the 2017 Maccabiah
Games by Haley, Dalia, Lisa and Mitch Miller
Sam and Ruth Rothman Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Rickie Saslove by Steve and Sue Rothman
and Sheldon and Corrine Taylor
Monica and Alvin Stein Family Fund
In Memory of:
Marsha Magidson by Monica and Alvin
Stein
Sarah and Arnie Swedler Family Fund
In Memory of:
Moe Litwack by Arnie Swedler and Rhoda
Zaitlin
Roslyn and Myles Taller Family Fund
In Memory of:
Rachel Fogel by Roslyn Taller
Toby and Joel Yan Family Fund
In Honour of:
Miriam and Victor Rabinovitch Mazel
Tov on the marriage of Simon and Ruoping and
on your special Birthdays by Joel and Toby Yan
Toby and Joel Yan Family Fund
In Memory of:
Gert Leyton by Toby and Joel Yan
(Continued on page 18)

THE LODGE EXPRESSES ITS SINCERE APPRECIATION FOR YOUR KIND SUPPORT
AND APOLOGIZES FOR ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS. DUE TO SPACE LIMITATIONS, THE WORDING APPEARING
IN THE BULLETIN IS NOT NECESSARILY THE WORDING WHICH APPEARED ON THE CARD.

“GIVING IS RECEIVING” - ATTRACTIVE CARDS AVAILABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Here’s a great opportunity to recognize an event or convey the appropriate sentiment to someone important to you and at the same time support the
Lodge. Call orders may be given to Cathie at 728-3990, 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday. You may also go to: www.hillel-ltc.com and click on the
“Donate Now” button to make your donations. Cards may be paid for by Visa or Mastercard. Contributions are tax deductible.
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(Continued from page 17)

Seymour Mender and Carol Gradus
Estella Katz by Patricia Guthrie
Rachel Fogel by Betty and Ed Rose
Moe Litwack by Carole and Norman
Zagerman
Rickie Saslove by Carole and Norman
Zagerman

**************

**************

Feeding Program
In Honour of:
Louis and Lysette Kohn Mazel Tov
on Jonathan’s engagement to Lilah by Joy,
Seymour, Jess, David and Jared Mender
Dr. Irwin and Audrey Kreisman Mazel
Tov on Sarah’s engagement to Nate by Joy,
Seymour, Jess, David and Jared Mender, and
Sharon and David Appotive
Alyce Baker with love and good wishes on
your special Birthday by Carol Gradus
Evelyn Greenberg Mazel Tov on receiving
the Governor General’s Sovereign Medal for
Volunteers by Carole and Norman Zagerman
In Memory of:
Aaron Orlick by Joy and Seymour Mender
and family
Marilyn Mirsky by Irma Sachs and Micah
Zumar
Marsha Magidson by Irma Sachs, Joy and

Recreation Program
In Memory of:
Estella Volk Katz by Evelyn Koch and
Moty and Ben Gutman
Mort Baslaw by Sonja and Ron Kesten
Miriam Fish Cherry by Jack and Lesley
Cramer
**************
IN MEMORY OF:
Rickie Saslove by Janet and Norman Ironstone, Lawrence Pleet,
Miriam Fish Cherry by Rhonda and
Danny Levine and family, Brazeau Seller LLP,
Randi, Ian, Jonathan, Inna, Matthew and Adam
Sherman, Ian and Melissa Shabinsky and family, Stephen and Brenda Saslove
Estella Katz by Myrna Marcus, Susan

Baker and Ross Hadwen, Marie Keasey, the
residents, staff and Boards of the Lodge and
LTC Foundation, Bertha Plotnick, Pnina Blum,
Mirta, Joe, Miranda and Kyra Tuwaig
Moe Litwack by Stephen and Debra
Schneiderman, Marion Vexler, Marilyn and
Ronnie Goldberg and Golda and Ned Steinman
Moe Segal by Elaine and Arnold Agulnik
Gert Leyton by the Avery family, Ruth and
Dale Fyman
Julia Bilsker by Ruth and Dale Fyman
Eudice Garmaise by Stephen Schneiderman, the residents, staff and Boards of the
Lodge and LTC Foundation
Rachel Fogel by the residents, staff and
Boards of the Lodge and LTC Foundation,
Glen, Erica, Evan and Molly Posner, Eric and
Danielle Benchimol, Marcia and Bernie Glick
Aaron Orlick by the staff and Boards of the
Lodge and LTC Foundation
Minny Koffman by Roz and Steve Fremeth
Dr. Michael Linderman by Ruth and Dale
Fyman
Marsha Magidson by Roz and Steve
Fremeth
R’FUAH SHLEMA:
Estelle Gunner by Stephen and Debra
Schneiderman, the staff and Boards of the

Lodge and LTC Foundation
IN HONOUR OF:
Rabbi and Mrs. Zischa Shaps Mazel Tov
on the marriage of Chana and Moshe by Ruth
and Dale Fyman
Rabbi and Mrs. Y.M. Butrimovitz Mazel
Tov on the occasion of Nosson’s Bar Mitzvah
by Ruth and Dale Fyman
Naomi and Marvin Krym Mazel Tov on
Rafi’s wedding by Ruth and Dale Fyman
Alyce Baker Mazel Tov and best wishes
on your special Birthday by Roz and Steve
Fremeth
Ned and Golda Steinman Mazel Tov on
the engagement of Noam to Leora Jaffe by
Gloria Krugel
Lily Feig Mazel Tov on Noam and Leora’s
engagement by Sue and Phil Bronsther
Elayne Schacter Mazel Tov on your
special Birthday by Barbara and Steve
Levinson
Esther Fairbloom Mazel Tov on your special Birthday by Barbara and Steve Levinson
Evelyn Greenberg Mazel Tov on being
honoured with a lifetime Achievement
Award from the Musician’s Association of
Ottawa-Gatineau by Stephen and Debbie
Schneiderman

THANK YOU!

RIDERS, VOLUNTEERS AND SPONSORS OF

BIKING for BUBBIES

We raised over $80,000 in support of the 121 residents of Hillel Lodge!

Chairs: Adam Schacter and Seymour Mender

Sponsored by:

Photos: Issie Scarowsky
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Samantha Montgomery and Kutiman in a scene from “Presenting Princess Shaw.” The Israeli
documentary will be screened at the SJCC on October 13, 7:30 pm.

Film documents
unique collaboration
between American singer
and Israeli remix artist
BY MAXINE MISKA
SOLOWAY JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTRE

T

he new documentary ﬁlm
Presenting Princess Shaw is an
unlikely collaboration between
Samantha Montgomery, an
African-American elder-care worker in
New Orleans who as “Princess Shaw”
posts her songs on YouTube, and Ophir
Kutiel, a kibbutz-based remix artist, who
harvests music from the internet to create
visual/musical collages.
The ﬁlm, which has won an Ophir
Award – the Ophirs are the Israeli Oscars
– will be screened on Thursday, October
13, 7:30 pm, at the Soloway Jewish
Community Centre (SJCC).
Kutiel or “Kutiman,” is a well-known
multi-media artist who grabs footage from
the Internet uploaded by people all over
the world and adds beats and his own
music to fabricate a new work of art via an
online video project called “ThruYOU.”
Surﬁng the Internet for a voice to match
the music he had collected, Kutiman
discovered Montgomery’s YouTube
channel. Montgomery ﬁlmed herself
sharing her life’s difﬁculties, including
childhood sexual abuse, and performing
a cappella versions of her songs. Moved,
Kutiman began to embellish her songs
with his own music and samples plucked
from cyberspace.
Their artistic collaboration is only
possible in the online world: the Internet
makes distance irrelevant, and there are
no gatekeepers for YouTube performers. A

vocalist with talent and drive but limited
ﬁnancial means can connect with a
multi-media artist collecting performances as though browsing the Machane
Yehuda market in Jerusalem.
Israeli ﬁlm maker Ido Haar was also
attracted to the bazaar-like nature of
YouTube channels and decided to document YouTube performers. Through his
friendship with Kutiman, the ﬁlm became
the story of Samantha Montgomery,
although during the ﬁlming she thought
she was just a small part in a ﬁlm about
YouTube. Haar captures her astonishment
upon hearing Kutiman’s YouTube setting
of her song and the surging number of
views.
Eventually the artistic collaboration
went viral and Montgomery performed to
entranced crowds in Tel Aviv and has been
interviewed on many TV talk shows. In
the trailer to the movie, she says, in her
positive, practical manner, “I want to
experience this once in my life. If I never
do it again, let me do it once.”
The ﬁlm screening is sponsored by
SJCC, the Vered Israel Cultural and
Educational Program, State of Israel
Bonds, and the Women’s Collective
Philanthropy Program of the Ottawa
Jewish Community Foundation.
Tickets are $6 for SJCC members and $8
for non-members. For more information,
contact Ella Dagan, Vered Israel Cultural
and Educational Program manager, at
edagan@jccottawa.com or 613-798-9818,
ext. 243.
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Employment Opportunity

Chief Financial Officer
Hillel Lodge – Long-Term Care Foundation
The Chief Financial Officer (CFO) provides leadership and oversight for the
financial and accounting practices ensuring adherence to federal, provincial,
municipal and other compliance and auditing regulations and standards. The CFO
actively participates in the strategic and operational planning process by providing
analysis and business acumen to the Board of Directors and Management. The CFO
studies and interprets trends, projects financial needs, and recommends courses
of actions. The CFO is accountable for the effectiveness and timely reporting of
internal controls, budgets, financial management reports, accounting, investments,
payroll and ensures the successful integration of the Hillel Lodge and the Hillel
Lodge Long-Term Care (LTC) Foundation.
This position is full time and involves the occasional evening.
Hillel Lodge is dynamic, a leader in long-term care, offering a collegial working
environment, full package of benefits, professional training and development.
Responsibilities:
• Participates as an integral part of the Senior Management Team to develop
the annual operating budget. Provides technical advice and knowledge to others
on financial issues influencing their budgets.
• Responsible for the timely reporting to all regulatory bodies including but not
limited to the Ministry of Health & Long-Term Care and the Jewish Federation
of Ottawa.
• Responsible for the timely and accurate preparation and internal distribution
of monthly financial statements, management reports and variance reports.
• Responsible for the timely execution of all payroll matters.
• Preparation and filing of charity information return with CRA.
Qualifications:
• CPA with 3 – 5 years of experience in financial management, preferred
• At least 2 years of proven supervisory experience.
• Advanced computer skills should include accounting software, spreadsheet
programs and word processing programs. Knowledge of Point-Click-Care
or Income Manager would be considered assets.
• Experience in financial statement preparation, budgeting and internal controls
• Ability to advise senior management and Board Members on organization’s
financial position and recommending internal controls as needed.
• Familiarity with Ministry of Health & Long-Term Care’s government
reporting systems is preferred.
• Excellent organizational skills, ability to manage multiple activities
and participate as a member of the Senior Management Team.
• Excellent interpersonal and organizational skills, written and verbal
communications skills, analytical skills and attention to detail and flexibility
and adaptability to an ever changing work environment.
To send cover letter & resume or for further information, please contact:

For more information or to send condolences to the family,
please contact IFCJ Canada (The Fellowship) at 1-855-3114325 or info@ifcj.ca.

Stephen Schneiderman, Chief Executive Officer
The Bess & Moe Greenberg Family Hillel Lodge
10 Nadolny Sachs Private
Ottawa, ON K2A 4G7
Email: sss@hillel-ltc.com
Deadline for applications is Friday, October 28, 2016
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An excuse for Abbas to avoid embarrassment

W

ith my crystal ball in the shop for its annual
Rosh Hashanah cleaning, I can’t predict
which stories you’ll be reading this week
about Israel and the Middle East.
But I can tell you what story you won’t be reading: the
results of local elections in the Palestinian territories and
Gaza.
That’s because the Palestinian Supreme Court in
Ramallah last month postponed elections scheduled for
October 8. The ofﬁcial reason is to give the court – whose
nominally independent judges are in fact appointed by
Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas – time
to consider two appeals by Abbas’s Fatah faction against
election procedures.
But the move can be seen as a very convenient excuse
for Abbas – who has overstayed his own elected term by
six years – to avoid potential embarrassment at the polls.
Along with Abbas’ bizarre speech at the United Nations
on September 22, in which he called on Britain to undo
and apologize for the 1917 Balfour Declaration that called
for the creation of a Jewish state, it’s a sign that the
increasingly isolated 81-year-old leader has all but given
up the pretence of pursuing a two-state solution.
Because the elections in question are municipal rather
than national, the postponement hasn’t attracted a lot of
international attention.
But, as Diana B. Greenwald pointed out in an excellent
Washington Post article (http://tinyurl.com/jtyuo3y),
local elections can serve as an important counterpoint to
autocratic authority. They can also be important indicators of shifts in the Palestinian resistance movement.
Greenwald writes that research on elections in nondemocratic countries suggests that single-party regimes
can use elections at all levels to “strengthen their rule by
co-opting potential opposition and cultivating loyal elite
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networks.”
However, these strategies often have backﬁred in the
West Bank.
Before the creation of the Palestinian Authority (PA),
the West Bank and Gaza were directly administered by
Israel. Israel brieﬂy allowed municipal elections in 1972
and 1976.
But, because so many of these elected ofﬁcials championed violent resistance against Israel, all elected ofﬁcials
by 1982 were replaced by mayors appointed by Israel.
Although Palestinians held their ﬁrst national elections in 1996, after the creation of the PA, municipal
elections were not held until 2004-2005. When the
elections began in December 2004, Fatah was popular,
and there was some optimism about the peace process.
As rounds of voting continued into 2005, however,
Palestinians were disillusioned with Fatah and looking to
Hamas for answers. Hamas-afﬁliated lists not only
captured a majority of towns in Gaza, but also prevailed
in key West Bank cities.
So the dominance of Hamas in the 2006 general
elections – followed by Hamas’s seizing control of the
Gaza Strip in 2007 – should not have come as a shock.
Abbas, meanwhile, was elected in January 2005 to
serve as president of the Palestinian National Authority
until January 2009. He extended the term until elections

DIY approaches to the Days of Awe

A

re you a “Yom Kippur Jew?”
Many Jews only practise their Judaism once
a year, on Yom Kippur, as well as sometimes
on Rosh Hashanah. Many synagogues know
that members and strangers will come out of the
woodwork to observe the High Holidays. The High
Holidays are big business and the height of the membership campaign for many congregations, so the pressure
of “putting on a good show” is paramount for the clergy
and leadership of a synagogue. But, despite this effort,
synagogues know that many attendees will not be back
until the following year.
But, why do so many Jews attend the High Holidays to
the exclusion of all others? While I love the energetic
resonance that happens when the synagogue is full, at
times, I have found observing Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Kippur the “traditional” way to be so overwhelming and
so formal that I became unable to focus on the purpose
of the day.
There must be other ways to observe. Can we use
do-it-yourself (DIY) rituals to connect deeply to our
traditions? What if we strove to reconnect with the
meaning of the holidays hidden under all the pomp and
circumstance of the traditional shul services?
The onset of the month of Elul is the time to look
deep within our hearts and prepare spiritually for the
Days of Awe. Practising mindfulness, meditation, or
even trying to develop deeper self-awareness during this
period can help us prepare for the High Holidays and for
autumn. Elul’s focus on self-awareness lends itself to
small rituals. One year, a friend and I committed to
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reciting Psalm 27 every day, and it wasn’t long before I
took the habit of singing “Ahat Sha’alti” as I walked or
cycled to work.
That same friend and I also purposefully skipped our
synagogue’s Selichot service last year because we
wanted to do something more intimate with a few
friends. In candlelit twilight, we sang psalms and prayers
and then spent a few minutes writing down things we
regretted and the names of people we wanted to apologize to. We held onto those papers until Yom Kippur and
then individually burned them along with our regrets.
In this same vein, I appreciate alternatives to
traditional High Holiday practices. Ritual Well
includes a piece by Rabbi Debbie Young-Somers –
http://tinyurl.com/ksmuuk2 – which suggests an
alternative to fasting for Jews who struggle with, or
are in recovery from, eating disorders. Rabbi YoungSomers writes that “eating on Yom Kippur is a holy act”
in this case, and that “rather than ﬁnding ‘purity’ or
‘spiritual growth’ through denying themselves food, the
act of eating itself [on Yom Kippur can be] an act of
teshuvah.” The piece details making a ritualized seder

that had been planned for 2010, but was voted into ofﬁce
indeﬁnitely by the Palestinian Liberation Organization
Central Council in 2009.
To date, he has no clear successor.
Magical thinking would have us believe that Hamas is a
terrorist organization, while Fatah is the only potential
partner for peace. The reality, however, is that each faction
rules its territory with zero tolerance for opposition.
While we might expect the Islamist Hamas government to crack down on journalists and freedom of
expression, Abbas and Fatah are just as oppressive. The
Independent Commission for Human Rights has
reported that 24 people in the West Bank and 21 in Gaza
were arrested in 2015 for criticizing Palestinian authorities or writing about forbidden topics.
The scheduled elections could conceivably have given
Abbas some political legitimacy. But, after a Hamascontrolled court in Gaza disqualiﬁed 10 Fatah candidates
(another was disqualiﬁed by a court in the West Bank), it
was clear that Fatah would have been a non-starter in
Gaza and shaky on its home turf.
Hence the appeals of the election rules, and the delay
of the elections.
When it’s not busy censuring Israel, the international
community is obsessed with getting Israel and the
Palestinian Authority to resume negotiations towards a
phantom peace accord with no basis in reality.
But those who are truly concerned with the plight of
the Palestinian people should be looking to help the PA
reinvigorate its internal political process, and stop
pandering to a desperate leader who has resorted to
whining over 100-year-old grievances at the UN.
Without legitimately elected and broadly supported
leadership, a future independent Palestinian state will be
as weak and corrupt as its current incarnation.

plate from which you can eat, mindfully and with
kavannah, throughout the day.
Similarly, Rabbi Jay Michaelson urges us to seek a
meaningful connection in his recent Forward article
“Why You Shouldn’t Go to Synagogue this Rosh
Hashanah.” http://tinyurl.com/hhljmfs
Rabbi Michaelson suggests we skip the “bombastic”
service of Rosh Hashanah and commit, instead, to
attending synagogue services for another holiday and/
or Shabbat. But he doesn’t encourage us to ignore Rosh
Hashanah altogether; instead, the conclusion to his
piece centres on connecting to what is at the heart of the
Days of Awe.
Rabbi Michaelson writes that, while the pomp and
circumstance of Rosh Hashanah can be “insincere,”
decorated with “mass-market packaging,” and therefore
alienating, “there’s still the shofar,” which “cuts through
all that.”
Rabbi Michaelson writes that “the ancient magic of the
ram’s horn is a reminder both of how much has been lost
in terms of spiritual intensity and of how much is still
available – if you want it and work for it yourself.” He
encourages us to get ourselves a shofar, learn to blow it or
practise listening to it, and let ourselves be moved by its
call. Ultimately, his advice is to concentrate on a small act
of ritual that allows for true introspection and connection.
As a complement to, or as a replacement for traditional synagogue services, DIY rituals and alternative
observances can help us prepare and observe the High
Holy Days in a way that is truly meaningful and appropriate to our needs.
With apologies to my colleagues in synagogue
leadership, especially those in charge of membership, I
wish you all a sweet and meaningful New Year.
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Helping fellow students learn about Judaism –
and learning about their religions

T

here are only about 14 million Jews in the world
– representing just 0.2 per cent of the global
population. Yet, despite our miniscule size, it
never ceases to amaze me how many of my
Jewish friends are utterly shocked and repulsed by the
“ignorance” of their non-Jewish peers when they
receive a barrage of blank stares and questions when
they drop words like “Rosh Hashanah” or “Yom
Kippur” in conversation.
“How have they never heard of a Shabbat dinner?”
asked one of my exasperated colleagues.
Well, my answer to that question is quite simple:
there aren’t many Shabbat dinners being hosted in
Pickering, Ontario. Not everyone has grown up in places
like Toronto or Montreal, where they may have been
exposed to our culture.
But, let’s back up for a moment and address the real
issue at hand. If your gentile friends are ignorant for not
knowing about Shabbat dinners and the origins of the
matzo ball soup they enjoy every cold season, then let’s
step back and be consistent by addressing our own
ignorance.
Fellow Jewish students, I challenge you to name three
major holidays or theological tenets of other faiths. And
don’t cite Christmas or Ramadan as your answers. In
fact, don’t cite any Islamic or Christian holidays because
the followers of those religions number in the billions.
Let’s even the playing ﬁeld.
When was the last time you wished your Hindu friend
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a happy Diwali? When was the last time you wished
your Sikh friends a happy Vaisakhi? Not only are there
more Sikhs and Hindus than there are Jews in Canada,
but there are signiﬁcantly more of them in the world.
Let’s also not forget our Buddhist friends, who barely
outnumber us in Canada, but who signiﬁcantly outnumber us when it comes to the global population. They
have numerous holidays of importance you should
know about including Vesaka, Magha Puja and Loy
Madhu Pujaja.
By the way, that last one doesn’t exist, not that most
of us would know – because most of us are ignorant
about other religions! I jest, of course. It’s not necessarily ignorant to not be a walking encyclopedia of global
religions, but it is ignorant to assume that other people
should know much about ours.
The point is that some people have been reacting in
the wrong way to others’ lack of knowledge about
Judaism. Instead of showing shock and displeasure that
your new frosh buddy didn’t know Scarlett Johansson is

Jewish, use the opportunity to educate him or her about
our religion, culture and heritage. And, then, use that as
an opportunity to educate yourself. Ask him or her to
tell you about his or her religion, culture and heritage.
On campus, you have the opportunity to meet people
from walks of life you most likely haven’t been exposed
to before. It’s a two-way street, so make the most of it.
In fact, on campus, you get to become an ambassador
for Judaism. After all, for many people on campus, you
may well be the ﬁrst Jew they’ve ever met.
How do you want your new peer to walk away from
the conversation? You have the chance to truly connect
with others and educate them. And, sometimes, in the
case of those who come from parts of the world that
may be rife with anti-Semitism, you have the ability to
shatter prejudices.
I know that’s a lot of pressure. You didn’t sign up to be
an unofﬁcial spokesperson for Judaism – and you don’t
have to be. You don’t have control over what people
think and it’s not necessarily your job to inﬂuence them.
But you do have control of how you think and how you
conduct yourself.
So, ultimately, when you email your professor to
inform him or her that you have to defer your exam due
to Passover, don’t shake your head in disbelief when
they ask to check with the Student Equity ofﬁce to see if
that holiday actually exists. Instead, just sit back, relax,
and think about how lucky you are to live in a country
where everyone can be different together.

Are your hormones making you gain weight?

L

osing weight is half the battle. Keeping it off
long-term is often the bigger challenge. Why is it
so easy to regain weight that you fought so hard
to lose? Did you return to your old habits? Or is
there another culprit involved?
A number of studies on weight management in obese
people suggest that certain appetite-related hormones
play a role, and that keeping off weight long-term
following dietary or other interventions is the exception
rather than the rule.
Our bodies naturally produce a variety of hormones.
There are approximately 70 known hormones and
periodically, new ones get discovered. One of those
hormones, leptin, which was discovered about 20 years
ago, is produced by our fat cells. Its main role is to
regulate our consumption and expenditure of calories
and determine how much fat our bodies need to store.
Leptin has complex interactions with gherlin, known as
the hunger hormone, and insulin. All three hormones
play a crucial role in appetite and weight control.
When we eat, our leptin level increases and sends a
signal to the brain that we are satiated. This triggers us
to eat less and burn more calories. When we don’t eat,
our leptin decreases, triggering us to eat more and burn
less. This seems like an efﬁcient biological process for
survival, but it may not suit our modern way of life.
Obese people tend to have very high levels of leptin,
which should, in theory, inform the brain they are full
– but their body doesn’t respond the way it’s supposed
to. Current theories suggest they have a biological
abnormality known as leptin resistance. They overeat
because they don’t get the satiety signal and their brain
tells them to conserve rather than expend energy. In
such cases, it’s hard to control hunger, eat less and feel
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motivated to move.
Leptin resistance may be the result of overexposure to
leptin, just as insulin-resistance develops from overexposure to insulin. Dietary habits contribute to the
development of resistance. Regularly eating a diet high
in simple carbohydrates such as sugars, some grains and
poor quality processed foods may result in the body’s fat
cells releasing too much leptin which, over time, can
lead to resistance.
When you lose body fat, such as by dieting, your
leptin level drops. Since reduction in leptin makes the
brain think it’s starving, motivation to exercise goes
down, basal metabolic rate goes down (calories burned
while at rest), and appetite goes up. What a vicious
cycle!
Many hormones have multiple roles. For example,
serotonin and cholecystokinin are also involved in
appetite suppression and orexin in hunger stimulation.
In addition, hormonal imbalances involving excess
cortisol, insulin or estrogen or low testosterone can lead
to excess belly fat.
Is weight-loss a futile endeavour? How can you avoid
regaining weight you worked so hard to lose? Is fat
acceptance the only alternative to ﬁghting what seems
to be a losing battle? Are you destined to suffer the

health consequences associated with being overweight
or obese, such as heart disease, Type 2 diabetes and
certain cancers?
There are many forces we can blame for unwanted
weight gain. These include genetic predisposition to
obesity (which affects only about ﬁve per cent of the
population); biological factors such as the theory of
leptin resistance; other hormonal changes that can
trigger hunger such as too much cortisol caused by
chronic stress; other “compensatory adaptations in
metabolism, which promote rapid and efﬁcient weight
regain (http://tinyurl.com/jd2lfcp)”; societal inﬂuences;
and psychological factors.
We can also have a physiological response to sugary or
fatty foods as our bodies release serotonin, which
provides feelings of pleasure. Thus, we may overeat in
response to emotions rather than to hunger.
To improve your odds of long-term weight management, eat nutritionally dense foods from the following
groups: lean protein, healthy fats, and complex carbohydrates (containing ﬁbre). You’ll feel fuller and help
regulate leptin and insulin. Engaging in regular exercise
also helps with weight and hormonal management.
Weight management is still not fully understood or
agreed upon by experts. There are emerging and
conﬂicting theories. Whether you’re signiﬁcantly
overweight or just have a few pounds to lose, dieting
doesn’t work long-term in part because it causes leptin
to drop and gherlin to increase. This effect lasts long
after you stop dieting so you keep feeling hungry; you
eat more and regain weight. Hopefully, continued
research will lead to a better understanding and more
successful strategies to make weight control difﬁculties
a thing of the past.
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foundation donations
The Board of Directors of the
Ottawa Jewish Community
Foundation acknowledges with
thanks contributions to the following funds as of September 18,
2016.
JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES
AGENCY FUND
In Memory of:

Sylvia Silver by Sandra and Norman
Slover.
Karen Issacson by Jonathan, Noa and
Haley Kardash.

OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:

Anna-Ruth Saslove by Mark and Cindi
Resnick.
Etta Lofsky by Mark and Cindi Resnick.
Phyllis Rosenberg Cynader by Mark and
Cindi Resnick.
Erika Schaffer by Rhoda Attwood.
Aaron Orlik by Eleanor, Ken, Susan and
Julie Mintz.

OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY
SCHOOL ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:

Michael Linderman by Jackie, David,
Rachel and Zev Lyman.
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MARJORIE AND BEN ACHBAR
COMMUNITY
ENDOWMENT FUND

LT. COL. EDMOND
AND ELIZABETH BLAIS
MEMORIAL FUND

ALFRED AND KAYSA FRIEDMAN
ENDOWMENT FUND

In Memory of:

In Memory of:

Saul Brottman by Marjorie and Ben
Achbar.
Erica Cherney by Marjorie and Ben
Achbar.

William Warchow by The Properties
Group.

Saul Brottman by Alfred and Kaysa
Friedman.
Refuah Shlemah to:
Sid Cohen by Alfred and Kaysa
Friedman.

MARY AND ISRAEL (AL) ALLICE
MEMORIAL FUND

Birthday Wishes to:

GILBOA/MAOZ FAMILY FUND

Harvey Kardish by Ann Brozovsky.
Mazel Tov to:
David and Margo Kardish on their new
home, by Ann Brozovsky.

In Appreciation of:

Mazel Tov to:

Mark Allice and Ali Goldfield by Beverly
and Irving Swedko.
In Memory of:
Marsha Magidson by Beverly and Irving
Swedko.

ANNE AND LOUIS ARRON
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:

Weldon Levine by Daphne and Stanley
Arron.

MARTIN AND ELLIE BLACK
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:

Martin and Ellie Black on their new
home, by Steven and Shelli Kimmel.
In Memory of:
Erica Cherney by Martin and Ellie Black.
Vivienne Kalman by Martin and Ellie
Black.

SAM AND ANN BROZOVSKY
ENDOWMENT FUND

JACOB AARON
AND ESTHER MALKA BRUNER
MEMORIAL FUND
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:

Esther Malka Bruner by Elly and Al
Bruner & family.

MOE AND ROSE LITWACK
COMMUNITY
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:

Moses Litwack by Daniel and Marilyn
Kimmel.

TILLIE AND HARRY CHERM
MEMORIAL FUND
In Observance
of the Yahrzeit of:

Dora Waserman by Arlene and Melvyn
Schwey.

SANDI AND EDDY COOK
ENDOWMENT FUND

In Memory of:

Teresa Strong-Wilson by Tal Gilboa.
Lisa Trimble by Tal Gilboa.

HOWARD HERZL GOLDBERG
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:

Moses Litwack by Helene, Shawn,
Chaim and Aaron Goldberg.

IBOLYA AND
HOWARD GOLDBERG
FAMILY FUND
Birthday Wishes to:

Elliott and Eva Raphael by Helene,
Shawn, Chaim and Aaron Goldberg.
Refuah Shlema to:
Ibolya and Joe Weisel by Helene,
Shawn, Chaim and Aaron Goldberg.

HERB AND DENA GOSEWICH
ENDOWMENT FUND
Refuah Shlemah to:

Herbert Zagerman by Dena Gosewich.
Roslyn Gershon by Dena Gosewich.
Mazel Tov to:
Len and Barbara Farber on becoming
grandparents, by Dena Gosewich.

In Memory of:

Marsha Magidson by Sandi and Eddy
Cook.

NATHAN AND REBA DIENER
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Observance
of the Yahrzeit of:

Nathan Diener by Reba Diener.
In Memory of:
Mildred Lazar by Barbara and Joel
Diener.
Valerie Good by Barbara and Joel
Diener.
Birthday Wishes to:
Ruth Skolnick by John Diener; and by
Reba Diener.
Mazel Tov to:
Barbara and Joel Diener on the marriage of Jess and Stu, by Susan and
Charles Schwartzman & family.

LOU EISENBERG
CAMP B’NAI BRITH
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Memory of:

Vivienne Kalman by Randi and Ian
Sherman.

SAM AND SUSAN FIRESTONE
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:

Moses Litwack by Sam and Susan
Firestone.

JEFFREY AND ENID GOULD
FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:

Marsha Magidson by Enid and Jeffrey
Gould.

ZELDA AND
JOHN GREENBERG
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:

Stella Katz by Margot Greenberg.

REBECCA AND
CHARLES GUSSMAN
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:

Anna-Ruth Saslove by Tom and Natalie
Gussman.

STEPHEN S. HARRIS
ENDOWMENT FUND
Rosh Hashanah Wishes to:

Jack and Chava Minuk by Stephen
Harris.
Andre and Shelley Engel by Stephen
Harris.

JEREMY KANTER MEMORIAL
FUND
In Memory of:

Phyllis Rosenberg Cynader by Julie
Kanter.
Continued on page 24
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foundation donations
MORRIS AND LILLIAN KIMMEL
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:

Vivienne Kalman by Steven, Janet,
Tobin and Aaron Kaiman.
Moses Litwack by Janet and Steven
Kaiman, Shelli and Steven Kimmel,
Brenda and Nathan Levine & families.
Birthday Wishes to:
Margo Shabinsky Sherman by Steven
and Shelli Kimmel & family.
Mazel Tov to:
Margo Shabinsky Sherman on
Matthew’s engagement by Steven and
Shelli Kimmel & family.
Bram Bregman on his new career, by
Steven and Shelli Kimmel.

KRANTZBERG KRANE
FAMILY FUND
Mazel Tov to:

Marc Stevens on his literary accomplishments, by Myra and Sam Krane.
Lysette and Louis Kohn on Jonathan’s
engagement to Lila Jaffee, by Myra and
Sam Krane & family.

JACOB AND ROSE LANDAU
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:

Franceen Shier on Yitzchok’s Bar
Mitzvah, by Nathaly and Brian Pascal.

NORMAN LESH
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:

Moses Litwack by Steven and Hildy
Lesh.

ARNOLD AND ROSE LITHWICK
MEMORIAL FUND
Birthday Wishes to:

Marieta Lithwick by Yvonne and Harvey
Lithwick & family.

SAMUEL AND LEEMA MAGIDSON
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:

Marsha Magidson by Zelaine and Sol
Shinder; by Tracey Kronick; by Lesley
Slack; by Elina and Mark Schachter; by
Daphne and Stanley Arron; by Millie
Weinstein; by Cally and Sid Kardash;
by Judy Hoffman; by Marvin and Sandy
Granatstein; by Steven, Hildy, Maya
and Dahlia Lesh; by Myra and Lester
Aronson & family; by Barbara Taylor;
by Liisa Vexler and Derek Firth; by
Audrey, Steven and Kyle Taylor; by
Evelyn Greenberg; by the Tavel-Alzate
family; by Carol and Howard Lithwick;
by Bernard and Donna Dolansky; by
Yvonne and Harvey Lithwick; by Elaine
and Dan Shapiro; by Sheila and Larry
Hartman; by the staff at the Alberta
Securities Commission; by Janet and
Norman Ironstone; by Randi and Ian
Sherman; by Sid and Barbara Cohen;
by Laurie and Shelly Goldstein; by
Sharon and David Appotive; by Norton
and Adele Lithwick; Robert and Flory
Cohen; Vicki and Earl Weiss; Erwin
and Monique Lithwick and Barry and
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Maretia Lithwick; by Blossom Read; and
by the Levitz family.

RHODA AND JEFFREY MILLER
FAMILY FUND

LAYA AND SOL SHABINSKY
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:

In Memory of:

Mark and Lynne Shabinsky on Zack and
Marissa’s engagement, by Judy and
Jonathan Bosloy.

Larry Hart by Sharon and David
Appotive.
Aaron Orlik by Rhoda and Jeff Miller.

ABE AND NELLIE SHAPIRO
MEMORIAL FUND

KURT AND JOAN ORLIK
FAMILY FUND

In Memory of:

Marsha Magidson by Carol-Sue and
Jack Shapiro.

In Memory of:

Aaron Orlik by Pam and Peter Stelcner;
by Ann Baumgarten and Eddie Traylor;
by Cathy, Dan, Andie and Jacob
Sigler; by Brenda, Nathan, Jesse and
Daniel Levine; by Larry Weisz; by
Debra and Gary Viner; by Judy and
Jonathan Bosloy; by Susan and Charles
Schwartzman & family; and by Sara
Shabsove.

SYLVIA AND HARRY SHERMAN
MEMORIAL FUND

SYDNEY SLOAN POTECHIN
MEMORIAL FUND

Evelyn Greenberg on receiving The
Sovereign’s Medal for Volunteers, by
Sol and Zelaine Shinder.

In Memory of:

Margaret Bernstein by Bram and Dodie
Potechin & family.
Joseph Levy by Noah, Rajini and
Desmond Potechin.

GERALD AND
MARY-BELLE PULVERMACHER
FAMILY ENDOWMENT FUND
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:

Louis Zidulka by Mary-Belle and Gerald
Pulvermacher.

MOE AND SARAH RESNICK
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:

Aaron Orlik by Penny and Gordie
Resnick.

SHELLEY AND SID ROTHMAN
FAMILY FUND
Mazel Tov to:

Moishe Smith and Renee Bates on their
wedding, by Shelley Rothman.

RICKIE AND MARTIN SASLOVE
FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:

Anna-Ruth Saslove by Ethel and David
Malek; by Beverly, Sandra and David
Cullen & Tim and Carolyn CullenVan-Alstyne; by Stephen and Sandee
Goldstein; by Bea and Murray Garceau;
by Sharon and David Appotive; and by
Debra and Gary Viner.

In Memory of:

Joseph Osterer by Sorel and Nachum
Eizicovics.

SOL AND ZELAINE SHINDER
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:

SHMELZER-HOROVITCH
ENDOWMENT FUND
Birthday Wishes to:

Sol Shmelzer by Paul Greenberg,
Roberta and Jenna Gold.

SAMUEL AND KATHERINE SIGLER
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:

Janet Creighton by Jules and Barbara
Sigler.

LINDA SILVERMAN
MEMORIAL FUND
Birthday Wishes to:

Doris Bronstein by Marvin and Phyllis
Silverman.

MARGO AND JUDAH SILVERMAN
FAMILY COMMUNITY
ENDOWMENT FUND
Birthday Wishes to:

Jacques Shore by Margo and Judah
Silverman.
Mazel Tov to:
Joe Benmergui and Mindy Bullion on
Michael and Monica’s wedding.

LINDA SLOTIN
AND JONATHAN FISHER
ENDOWMENT FUND
Refuah Shlema to:

Mazel Tov to:

Sonia Tavel by Linda Slotin and
Jonathan Fisher.
Birthday Wishes to:
Doris Bronstein by Linda Slotin and
Jonathan Fisher.

Joyce Melamed and Howard Nadler on
their new home and engagement, by
Elayne and Wesley Schacter.

THE DAVID SMITH FUND
FOR JEWISH LIFE

ELAYNE AND WESLEY
SCHACTER ENDOWMENT FUND

SAMUEL AND LEA SCHREIBER
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:

Valerie Good by Sorel and Nachum
Eizicovics & family.

Rosh Hashanah Wishes to:

Steven and Linda Kerzner by David
Smith.
Jason and Jenny Shinder by David
Smith.
Linda and Jeffrey Laks by David Smith.

Alvin and Natalie Miller by David Smith.
Howard and Evelyn Silverman by David
Smith.
Bruce and Bonnie Engel by David Smith.
Charles Schachnow & family by David
Smith.
Moishe Smith and Renee Bates by David
Smith.
Nathan and Cindy Smith by David Smith.
Leiba Krantzberg and Mike Metz by
David Smith.
Mark Smith by David Smith.
Anna Silverman and Ralph Pepper by
David Smith.
Karla, Joe and Kayla Morrison by David
Smith.
Eileen Smith and Doug Ingram by David
Smith.
Leslie and Maureen Smith by David
Smith.
David and Brittany Cantor by David
Smith.
Sheila and Joe Nadrich by David Smith.
Barbara and Len Farber by David Smith.
Libby Katz by David Smith.
Andy and Joany Katz by David Smith.
Brian and Alicia Bailey & family by David
Smith.
Ellen Nadolny and Frank Grimsley by
David Smith.
Sharon and Lawrence Weinstein by
David Smith.
David and Adele Loeb by David Smith.
Dorothy Nadolny by David Smith.
Rabbi Reuven and Leah Bulka by David
Smith.
Rabbi Idan and Shifra Scher by David
Smith.
Odelia and Tal Scher by David Smith.
Rabbi Levy and Dina Teitlebaum by
David Smith.
Rabbi Howard and Rivka Finkelstein by
David Smith.
Rabbi Mendel and Dina Blum by David
Smith.
Josef and Devora Caytak & family by
David Smith.
Jack and Chava Minuk by David Smith.
Avi and Vicky Rosenberg by David
Smith.
Sidney and Barbara Cohen by David
Smith.
Laya and Sol Shabinsky by David Smith.
Norman and Carol Zagerman by David
Smith.
Marcia and Barry Cantor by David
Smith.
Sol and Zelaine Shinder by David Smith.
Ian and Randi Sherman by David Smith.
Rhoda and Jeff Miller by David Smith.
Liz Vered & family by David Smith.
Sara Vered by David Smith.
Susan and Gillie Vered by David Smith.
Ron and Jennifer Vered by David Smith.
Arnon and Ruth Miller by David Smith.
Irving and Ruth Aaron by David Smith.
Stanley and Orly Aaron by David Smith.
David and Sharon Appotive by David
Smith.
Stephen and Carolyn Appotive by David
Smith.
Myra and Lester Aronson by David
Smith.
Continued on page 25
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foundation donations
Cheryl and Jerry Cogan by David Smith.
Linda and Archie Cogan by David Smith.
David and Julie Ross by David Smith.
Ken and Tina Ages by David Smith.
Stuart and Leila Ages by David Smith.
Lillian Zunder by David Smith.
Claire Bercovitch by David Smith.
Linda Smith by David Smith.
Aaron and Erin Smith by David Smith.
Barbara Crook and Dan Greenberg by
David Smith.
Rose-Anne and Sid Goldstein by David
Smith.
Margo and David Kardish by David
Smith.
Sally and Elliott Levitan by David Smith.
Rhoda and Joe Levitan by David Smith.
Carol-Sue and Jack Shapiro by David
Smith.
Nikki and Michael Shapiro by David
Smith.
Isabel Lesh by David Smith.
Melanie and Jerry Gluss by David Smith.
Sharon Sholzberg-Gray by David Smith.
Cantor Pinchas and Sara Levinson by
David Smith.
Mark and Lise Thaw by David Smith.
Carol Greenberg by David Smith.
Shannon and Kerrin Gordon by David
Smith.
Rabbi Sender and Sarah Gordon by
David Smith.
Steve and Laurie Gordon by David
Smith.
Ron and Adeena Huberman by David
Smith.
David and Monica Kardish by David
Smith.
Louis and Muriel Kardish by David Smith.
Michelle and Richard Sachs by David
Smith.
Ellen Rivers & family by David Smith.
Mark Waldman by David Smith.
Shimon and Esti Fogel by David Smith.
Rabbi Michael and Stacy Goldstein by
David Smith.
Larry and Ghita Segal by David Smith.
Gavi and Ariella Stulberg by David
Smith.
Rebecca Stulberg by David Smith.
Victor and Miriam Rabinovitch by David
Smith.
Gabi and Valerie Terkel by David Smith.
Paula Silver by David Smith.
Sari and Adam Cantor & family by David
Smith.
Ron and Avalee Prehogan by David
Smith.
Hy and Ruth Braiter by David Smith.
Rena Garshowitz and David Granovsky
by David Smith.
Ariel Fainer and Adam Aronson by
David Smith.
Marla Wax and Paul Lynds by David
Smith.
Bram and Chani Bregman by David
Smith.
Hilary and Michael Tennenhouse by
David Smith.
Libby and Bernie Tennenhouse by David
Smith.
Merle Koven by David Smith.
Gini Rosen by David Smith.
Joan Bercovitch and Ian Sadinsky by
David Smith.
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Golda Feig and Ned Steinman by David
Smith.
Izzy and Mary Farber by David Smith.
Elianna Saidenberg and Doron
Shmorgen by David Smith.
Shirley Abramsky by David Smith.
Jay and Toby Abramsky by David Smith.
Nicole Rosenberg and Gord Shaffer &
family by David Smith.
Justine and Adam Folk by David Smith.
Talya Metz and Jeff Richmond by David
Smith.
Nicole Metz by David Smith.
Sam and Carol Fleming by David Smith.
Ed and Betty Rose by David Smith.
Harley Finkelstein & family by David
Smith.
Blanche Osterer by David Smith.
Roz and Nordau Kanigsberg by David
Smith.
Joel Niznick and Barbara Power by
David Smith.
Dena Gosewitch by David Smith.
Sam and Susan Firestone by David
Smith.
Cathy Maron by David Smith.
Joseph and Heather Paperman by David
Smith.
Lily Feig by David Smith.
Naomi and Marvin Krym by David Smith.
Haig Ashikian and Hermig Ohanian by
David Smith.
Rabbi Eytan Kenter and Staci ZemlakKenter by David Smith.
Richard and Cheryl Kizell by David
Smith.
Sharonne and James Katz by David
Smith.
Arieh Rosenblum and Michelle Zigelman
by David Smith.
Valerie and Gabi Turkel by David Smith.
Helen and Rick Zipes by David Smith.
Ian Borer by David Smith.
Cantor Daniel and Muriel Benlolo by
David Smith.
Agneta and Vladimir Gibson by David
Smith.
Bella and Yaacov Fooksman & family by
David Smith.
Evelyn Lieff by David Smith.
Gladys and John Greenberg by David
Smith.

Jack Shapiro.
Allan and Alyce Baker by Carol-Sue and
Jack Shapiro.
Ben and Marjorie Achbar by Carol-Sue
and Jack Shapiro.
Daniel and Marilyn Kimmel by Carol-Sue
and Jack Shapiro.
Rabbi Eytan and Staci Zemlack Kenter
by Carol-Sue and Jack Shapiro.
Daniel and Rhonda Levine by Carol-Sue
and Jack Shapiro.
Sol and Zelaine Shinder by Carol-Sue
and Jack Shapiro.
Mike Metz and Leiba Krantzberg by
Carol-Sue and Jack Shapiro.
Rabbi Arnold and Charlene Fine by
Carol-Sue and Jack Shapiro.
The Lithwick Family by Carol-Sue and
Jack Shapiro.
Rabbi Mendel and Dina Blum by CarolSue and Jack Shapiro.
David Gordon by Carol-Sue and Jack
Shapiro.
Daniel and Muriel Benlolo by Carol-Sue
and Jack Shapiro.
Margo and David Kardish by Carol-Sue
and Jack Shapiro.
Cantor and Mrs. David Aptowitzer by
Carol-Sue and Jack Shapiro.
Rabbi and Mrs. Benjamin Friedberg
Carol-Sue and Jack Shapiro.
Mazel Tov to:
Irwin and Audrey Kreisman & David and
Ethel Malek on Sarah’s engagement to
Nate, by Carol-Sue and Jack Shapiro.

Weinstein.
In Memory of:
Weldon Levine by Millie Weinstein.
Birthday Wishes to:
Lester Aronson by Millie Weinstein.

CHARLES AND RAE TAVEL
MEMORIAL FUND

Gert Leyton by Reva and Ernie
Goldberg.
Valerie Good by Reva and Ernie
Goldberg.

JACK AND LINDA SMITH
ENDOWMENT FUND

Refuah Shlemah to:

Mazel Tov to:

Moishe Smith and Renee Bates on their
engagement, by Judy and Jonathan
Bosloy.

DORIS AND RICHARD STERN
FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:

Troy Brathwaite by Doris and Richard
Stern.
Birthday Wishes to:
Shirley Corn by Doris and Richard Stern.

CASEY AND BESS SWEDLOVE
MEMORIAL FUND
Rosh Hashanah Wishes to:

Josh and Samantha Freedman by CarolSue and Jack Shapiro.
Isabel Lesh & family by Carol-Sue and

Anniversary Wishes to:

Sonia and John Tavel by Robyn, Juan,
Zoey and Lexi Tavel.

BRENT AND RISA TAYLOR
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:

Aaron Orlik by Brent, Risa and Shira
Taylor.
Moses Litwck by Brent, Risa and Shira
Taylor.

STEPHEN AND GAIL VICTOR
ENDOWMENT FUND
Sonia Tavel by Stephen and Gail Victor.
In Memory of:
Aaron Orlik by Stephen and Gail Victor.
Marsha Magidson by Stephen and Gail
Victor.
Mazel Tov to:
Rabbi Michael and Stacy Goldstein
on the birth of their new daughter, by
Stephen and Gail Victor.

SONIA AND ARTHUR VINER
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:

Anna-Ruth Saslove by Oded and Pamela
Ravek & family.

MILDRED AND PERCY WEINSTEIN
ENDOWMENT FUND
Refuah Shlemah to:

Sandra and Jacie Levinson by Millie

IRVING AND DIANE WEXLER
FAMILY FUND
Mazel Tov to:

Evelyn Greenberg on receiving The
Sovereign’s Medal for Volunteers, by
Diane, Michael and Muriel Wexler and
Carol Segal.

THE WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE
PHILANTHROPY PROGRAM
Providing support for services and programs that directly benefit women and
children.

WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Appreciation of:

Sheila Whyte by Lynne Oreck-Wener
and Bob Wener.
In Memory of:
Nellie Hanes by Lynne Oreck-Wener
and Bob Wener.

THE SAUL AND EDNA GOLDFARB
B’NAI MITZVAH PROGRAM
RYAN GOLDBERG
B’NAI MITZVAH FUND
In Memory of:

NOAH REICHSTEIN
B’NAI MITZVAH FUND
In Memory of:

Marsha Magidson by Sharon, Sol, Noah
and Kayla Reichstein.

DAHLIA AND
ZACHARY SHABSOVE
B’NAI MITZVAH FUND
In Memory of:

Aaron Orlik by Adrienne, Chuck, Zack
and Dahlia Shabsove.
Anna-Ruth Saslove by Adrienne and
Chuck Shabsove.
Marsha Magidson by Adrienne and
Chuck Shabsove.

JONATHAN, MATTHEW
AND ADAM SHERMAN
B’NAI MITZVAH FUND
In Memory of:

Saul Brottman by Randi and Ian
Sherman.

Contributions may be made online at
www.OJCF.ca or by contacting the
office at 613-798-4696 extension
274, Monday to Friday or by email
at tributecards@ojcf.ca. Attractive
cards are sent to convey the appropriate sentiments. All donations are
acknowledged with a charitable
receipt.
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When teenaged girls went on strike
demanding a 44-hour work week
44 Hours or Strike!
By Anne Dublin
Second Story Press
136 pages

W

hat a difference a lifetime makes! When I
lived on Robert Street in Toronto across the
road from Lansdowne Public School in the
1930s, none of us dreamed that it would ever
be the setting for a novel. Novels were set in London or
Paris, or the South Sea Islands.
Now Kensington Market, a block south, is a tourist
destination and Spadina Avenue is no longer the main
artery of the Jewish district with a streetcar line to the
garment factories, but part of Chinatown, which is also a
tourist destination.
In 1931, the Toronto local of ILGWU – the Inter-national
Ladies Garment Workers Union – most of whose members
were Jewish, voted to strike. They were seeking recognition
of the union as a bargaining agent and improved working
conditions, including a 44-hour work week for which 44
Hours or Strike!, Anne Dublin’s novel for young people is
named.
The story is about Rose, 16, her sister Sophie, 14, both of
whom work in a garment factory, and their mother. Their
father had died the year before and they are struggling.
They live in a small rented ﬂat on Robert Street across from
Lansdowne Public School. It is the depth of the Great
Depression.
The garment industry – the shmata trade – was tough for
workers, and often for the bosses, and it scarcely exists in
North America today.
The novel takes us from the meeting at the Labour
Lyceum on Spadina Avenue where the strike was called in
midwinter, to the spring, when it ends, with only partial
success.
Striking against a group of small shop-owners during the
Depression was different from the large scale strikes we’re
familiar with today, when the major unions have large
strike funds to help support their workers while they’re off
the job.
The legal situation was also different. Back then, the
police were not unionized and were hostile to the strikers,

MURRAY CITRON

BOOK REVIEW
In 1931, the Toronto local of ILGWU –
the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union – most of whose
members were Jewish, voted to strike.
They were seeking recognition
of the union as a bargaining agent
and improved working conditions,
including a 44-hour work week
for which 44 Hours or Strike!, Anne Dublin’s
novel for young people is named.
The story is about Rose, 16,
her sister Sophie, 14, both of whom
work in a garment factory,
and their mother.
especially a lot of foreign women who picketed and
obstructed the sidewalk.
Rose, the 16-year-old, gets arrested during an argument
with a strikebreaker and is sentenced to 30 days in women’s
prison. Part of the story tells of the abuse she suffers in jail.
Sophie, the younger sister, effectively becomes the man of
the house. Mama has an accident and has to go to hospital.
The novel is sympathetic to the life of teenage girls under
such conditions. Each has a boy-interest, which remains
unconcluded when the story ends. Things generally seem
better. It is spring, and Mama is out of hospital and has
found a good job.
There are plot holes in this story.
When Rose is arrested and sent to jail, the union does
nothing for her. However weak a trade union was, it would

have tried to provide legal assistance. It could not have
existed otherwise.
Rose is sent to jail with Becky, an older woman, who
might be expected to help her, but instead disappears from
the story.
Near the end, when the strike is over, there is a meeting
that is addressed by Emma Goldman – a.k.a. Red Emma –
the famous left-wing activist. This is plausible. Goldman
lived her ﬁnal years in a room in Toronto’s Spadina and
College neighbourhood. Still, I wish the author had resisted
the temptation to have her say, in the early-1930s, “We shall
overcome.”
But this novel isn’t written for me and my generation. It
is written for teenagers who will have to leave Judy Blume
and text messaging to read it. Those who do will read a
good story and will learn a few things.
44 Hours or Strike! is the recipient of the 2016 Canadian
Jewish Literary Award for children and youth ﬁction.

Respecting tradition

In Appreciation

At your time of need or when
planning ahead, rely on us to
provide everything you need.

To my dear friends, Please accept my sincere
appreciation for your good wishes, cards, visits, phone
calls and donations during my recent illness.
With heartfelt thanks, “Bubby” Sylvia Freeman

We are proud to support the
Jewish Memorial Gardens
Revitalization Project.
Call us 24 hours a day at:

613-909-7370
Kelly Funeral Home
Carling Chapel
by Arbor Memorial
Arbor Memorial Inc.

To advertise in the
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For a list of Yom Kippur services , visit
http://jewishottawa.com/highholidays
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13
“Presenting Princess Shaw:” A ﬁlm of the musical collaboration between Samantha Montgomery, “Princess Shaw,” and
Ophir Kutiel, “Kutiman,” 7 pm.
Info: Ella Dagan, 613-798-9818, ext. 243, edagan@jccottawa.com
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15
An Evening of Klezmer and Yiddish Music with Josh
Dolgin and Friends: Celebrate the kickoff of Temple Israel’s
50th anniversary, including a dessert reception.
Temple Israel, 1301 Prince of Wales Dr., 6:30 pm.
Info: Patricia Dunphy, 613-745-1743, patdunphy84@gmail.com
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16
Come build a Sukkah: Help the Glebe Minyan erect the
sukkah frame, decorate it and enjoy a treat and an apple cider.
The Glebe Minyan, 1 - 64 Powell Ave., 2 to 4:30 pm.
Info: Anna Maranta, 613-867-5505, glebeminyan@gmail.com
MONDAY, OCTOBER 17
Sukkot Sukkah Hop: Join Machzikei Hadas for a sukkah
hop, starting with a light dinner at the synagogue, then
visiting local sukkahs. Registration required, 5 pm.
Info/Register: 613-521-9700, youth@cmhottawa.com
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19
Thomas Hecht, The Holocaust and His Experiences:
Part of Holocaust Education Month.
Carleton University, Southam Hall, room 515, 11:35 am.
Info: 613-520-2600, ext. 1320, jewish.studies@carleton.ca

Mozart at the Opera, with Music Critic Jean-Jacques
Van Vlasselaer: Week 4: The Magic Flute, 1:30 pm.
Info: Maxine Miska, mmiska@jccottawa.com
Ottawa Israeli Dance: Israeli dance is fantastic exercise.
OJCS Gymnasium, 31 Nadolny Sachs Pvt., beginner’s, 7 pm;
intermediate/advanced, 8 pm. Also October 26.
Info: Miriam Tepper, miriam.tepper@gmail.com
Kol Miriam Ladies Choir: A women’s only event.
Hillel Lodge, 10 Nadolny Sachs Pvt., 7:30 pm.
Info: Laura Lunn, 613-715-9004, llunn@magma.ca
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21
Interfaith Shabbat in the Sukkah at the Glebe Minyan:
The Glebe Minyan, 1 - 64 Powell Ave., 6 to 9 pm.
Info: Anna Maranta, 613-867-5505, glebeminyan@gmail.com
MONDAY, OCTOBER 24
Simchat Torah Party: Building edible crafts, Simchat Torah
story time, singing and dancing and the children’s parade.
Includes a light dinner. RSVP required.
Congregation Machzikei Hadas, 2310 Virginia Dr., 5 to 7 pm.
Info/Register: 613-521-9700, ofﬁce@cmhottawa.com
Young Families Simchat Torah Party at KBI: A kid-friendly
dinner and interactive activity to learn about the Torah. Stay
afterwards for dancing and Hakafot with the congregation.
Kehillat Beth Israel, 1400 Coldrey Ave., 5:30 pm.
Info/RSVP: Emily Anzarouth, youth@kehillatbethisrael.com
Simchat Torah and Pasta Dinner at KBI: Join Kehillat Beth
Israel for a fun, lively and musical Simchat Torah experience.
Kehillat Beth Israel, 1400 Coldrey Ave., 5:30 pm.
Info/RSVP:Anita Almstedt, 613-728-3501,
anita@kehillatbethisrael.com

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26
Mozart at the Opera, with Music Critic Jean-Jacques
Van Vlasselaer: Week 5: Cosi Fan Tutti, 1:30 pm.
Info: Maxine Miska, mmiska@jccottawa.com
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27
2016 Jewish National Fund of Ottawa Negev Dinner:
Honouring Barbara Farber, with keynote speaker,
The Hon. John Baird.
EY Centre, 4899 Uplands Dr., 6 pm.
Info: Ilana Albert-Novick, 613-798-2411, ottawa@jnf.ca
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30
Auxiliary of Hillel Lodge Tea:
With fashion show by Shepherd’s.
Hillel Lodge, 10 Nadolny Sachs Pvt., 2 pm.
Info: Shelley Goldenberg, 613-225-1882,
sgoldenberg@rogers.com
CANDLE LIGHTING BEFORE

YOM KIPPUR
OCTOBER 11
6:03 PM
OCTOBER 14
5:58 PM
SUKKOT FIRST DAY
OCTOBER 16
5:54 PM
SUKKOT SECOND DAY
OCTOBER 17
AFTER 6:55 PM

OCTOBER 21
5:46 PM
SHEMINI ATZERET
OCTOBER 23
5:43 PM
SIMCHAT TORAH
OCTOBER 24
AFTER 6:43 PM
OCTOBER 28
5:34 PM
NOVEMBER 4
5:24 PM

BULLETIN DEADLINES

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23

FOR NOVEMBER 14
FOR NOVEMBER 28
FOR DECEMBER 12

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ACTIVITIES TAKE PLACE AT THE JOSEPH AND ROSE AGES FAMILY BUILDING, 21 NADOLNY SACHS PRIVATE

condolences
Condolences are extended to the families of:
Rabbi Rudolph J. Adler, Orlando
(father of Paul Adler)
Huguette Brazeau
(mother of Charles Brazeau)
Rabbi Simon Eckstein, Israel

Maynard Kriger
Maria Stern
May their memory
be a blessing always.

The Condolence Column
is offered as a public service
to the community. There is no charge.
For listing in this column,
please call 613 798-4696, ext. 274.
Voice mail is available.

Ottawa’s choice
FOR COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE,
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
AND OTTAWA APARTMENTS

50 Bayswater Avenue • Ottawa, Ontario K1Y 2E9
Tel: 613-759-8383 • Fax: 613-759-8448 • Email: district@districtrealty.com

Choice locations
throughout the city.
www.districtrealty.com
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